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______________________________________________________________________ 
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LIST OF ATTACHMENTS:
ATTACHMENT  “A” American Surveyor Magazine – List of Contributing Writers
ATTACHMENT  “B” Edwards Stone – Close up photograph showing disc marks.
ATTACHMENT  “C” Docket FY 16.03 – Wellington Response showing witness tampering.
ATTACHMENT  “D” Certified Discovery Letter
ATTACHMENT  “E” Letter showing start of investigation as September, 2014.
ATTACHMENT  “G” BLM Manual – Incorp. by Reference & Evidence v. Record §9-43, 46
ATTACHMENT  “H” Investigator’s e-mail proposing contrary solution.
ATTACHMENT  “I” Dr. Goodman’s Medical Affidavit.
ATTACHMENT  “J” R.O.S.#S-3341 Survey Plat by Steve Wellington - 10-13-2015
ATTACHMENT  “K”  R.O.S.#S-3355 Survey Plat by Matthew Mayberry - 12-11-2015
ATTACHMENT  “L”  R.O.S.#S-3303 Survey Plat by Pete Ketcham - 5-23-2015
ATTACHMENT  “M” BLM Manual - §5-36 – Use best available evidence.
ATTACHMENT  “N” Fold-out Orientation Maps I, II, III, IV, V & IV.
I.   APPLICATION FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE OF ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE:  
Erickson has attempted to confine his references herein to those of record, particularly on 
issues of merit, but on issues of law, Erickson has periodically used additional evidence:
Freedom of Speech, Press & Assembly – ATTACHMENT “A”
Obstruction of Discovery -                       ATTACHMENT “C”, “D”, “E” & “H’
Survey Law -                                            ATTACHMENT “G” and “M”
Medical Crisis -                      ATTACHMENT “I” and Medical Affidavits contained in the 
January 22, 2018 Motion and Affidavit for Time Extension. 
Standard of Care -                             ATTACHMENT “J”, “K” & “L”
Such is allowed by irregularity, surprise or accident, I.D.A.P.A. 67-5276(1) [P10, P47-49].  
Also, the upper courts determine constitutional issues independent of the lower court, State v. 
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II.  STATEMENT  OF  THE  CASE.  (see CR P795-832 and CR P529-612)
A.  Prologue:
Erickson hopes to expose herein the many errors made by the prosecution during this 
case, some fundamental and some harmless, but all to central issues of the case.  These were 
cumulative and affected the outcome of the case.
Some Kind of Hearing, University of Pennsylvania Law Review, Vol. 123:1267, 1294-1295, 
1297 by Henry J. Friendly:  
"Yet  many  state  administrative  procedure  acts,  not  to  speak  of  the  supposed
'common law' right of review, would seem to subject determination of the sort
here considered to substantive review.  Surely this is an area where courts should
exercise  self-restraint;  the  agencies  can promote  this  by  fair  procedures  and
adequate statements of reasons, remembering that one sufficiently out-rageous
example may burst the dike.
1297  Another category ranking high on the procedural scale is the revocation of
a license to practice a profession.  Here the government is threatening to deprive
a person of a way of life to which he has devoted years of preparation and on
which he and his family have come to rely.  Moreover, the types of issues often
resemble  those  tried  in  actions  for  fraud or  negligence,  or  even in  criminal
proceedings.”
ACTORS:
Chairman of the Board/Engineer/Investigator/Expert Witness       John Elle
Acting Chairman of the Board George Murgel
Board Member Glenn Bennett
Counsel For the Board Michael Kane
Executive Director Keith Simila Complainant/Respondent
Counsel For the Prosecution Kirtlan Naylor
First Investigator John Russell
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B.  Five Threshold Issues With a Dearth of Case Law:
1.  Does the due process clause require an attorney for an indigent defendant 
where the civil prosecution has a state furnished attorney, or in this case, two attorneys?  
See In re Alaska Network on Domestic Violence, 264 P. 3d 835, 838 - Alaska: Supreme 
Court 2011, where the Court ruled that not only was such support due, but that an agency 
similar to the Board was a public agency.
"...we reiterated that a parent in a custody case who is without the aid of counsel will be 
at a decided and frequently decisive disadvantage and this disadvantage is 
constitutionally impermissible where the other parent has an attorney supplied by a public
agency."
Also see Duties Of The Judicial System To The Pro Se Litigant, Alaska Law Review, Vol. 30.2, p.
189-213.
2.  Was it a denial of due process when Erickson’s request, at AR P117/L9-10, for a 
court appointed attorney was not granted?
3.  Is a state sponsored, state funded political party Constitutional?  [Argued at p.
36]
4.  Is it unconstitutional for an Idaho Court to defer to the findings of an unruled, 
unsupervised Administrative Board?  [Argued at page 37-38]
5.  Is there a property right to an Investigation Report when the defendant 
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C.   Credentials & Background are available in Erickson's Affidavit In Support of Immediate 
Stay, at Clerk’s Record (CR), Page (P) 149-152:
Erickson’s experience and credentials.                                                      CR P149-152
“Story One” on the history of the US GLO Surveys.                                CR P153-154.
“Story Two” is the 1873-1915 History of Section 24, T30N, R3E, B.M. CR P155
“Story Three” is Erickson’s narrative on his resolution of Section 24.     CR P156-158
“Story Four” provides background on the Idaho Board of..Surveyors.     CR P159-160
Additional Background:
GLO Surveys.  The stone for the SW corner of Section 24 was first set by the General 
Land Office (GLO) in 1873.  It was recovered by a second GLO surveyor in 1897 who gave a 
report that the stone had three notches upon it.  The 1897 survey also reported that the stone was 
398 feet below an E-W ridge line.  (Ex “O”)
County Surveys.  In 1909 three county surveys were performed on the exterior and 
subdivision of Section 24.  The surveys are silent on what they found at the SW corner, if they 
found anything.  What the 1909 County Surveys did do was retrace and perpetuate most of the 
exterior lines of section 24 and set some additional stones upon those lines.
School Deeds.  In 1915, property was conveyed to the Stony Point School District with 
deeds giving a 272’ tie from the most southern line of the two 104’x208’ school parcels (Ex 52, 
CR P667-668) south to the SW corner of Section 24 (Orientation Map V & VI).
Fast forwarding to 1977, Carl Edwards performed a survey of Section 23 (adjoining and 
to the west of Section 24) and later filed a Corner Record reporting that he found the original 
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out of conformance with multiple issues of record and multiple lines of possession.  To the north, 
it was the centerline of a north-south road and to the east an ancient east-west fence.  
In 2009 the neighbor, Hoiland, who would benefit from moving the ancient fence north to 
the Edwards line, began asserting ownership across the ancient fence into the Walker’s property.  
In early 2010, in the ensuing litigation, the Walkers retained surveyor Erickson to investigate the 
Edwards survey.  In that survey Erickson discovered that five of the Edwards sectional 
monuments for Section 24 were in error by an average of 125 feet, with 272’ at the SW corner of 
Section 24 being the largest.  (Ex 17c.1 P3/penultimate paragraph)
Since 2010 there have been five following surveys at these five positions, making for 25 
separate analysis of Erickson’s work.  All agree that the Edwards monuments are in the wrong 
locations, except for one.  This one is Carl Edwards’ son, Hunter Edwards and he disagrees with 
Erickson, not on all five corners, but only on the SW corner of Section 24.
Lacking status as a Court, the Board lacks authority to make determinations that effect real 
property ownership, but the Board does have the capability of instilling fear into the hearts and 
minds of the surveyors.  
The resolution of the problem is the simple weighing of the evidence, “where does the 
preponderance lie”, and this weighing is currently in progress in Idaho County District Court as 
Walker v. Hoiland.  In Erickson’s opinion the discovery in 2010 of the undisputed Dasenbrock 
stone [P27/L10-21] and the 2011 enhancement of a 1946 aerial photograph [P27/L4-9] have 
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Change of Minds:  As more evidence came forward, some surveyors, including Erickson 
and Wellington, revised their professional opinions.  That does not mean that they were wrong, 
quite the opposite.  Their ability to seek out and support new evidence (in this case the drum-
scanned aerial photo) is commendable (see on-point Yellowstone Basin Properties v. Burgess, 843
P. 2d 341 - Mont: Supreme Court 1992).   [P22/L28 – P23/L16]
 An engineered confusion is readily apparent at Tr P93/P271/L21-P272/L11 where the 
Board claims that a six foot error in 1897 at the South ¼ corner of Section 24 justifies a 270’ error
in 2016 at the Southwest corner.  Hypocrisy is apparent at Tr P23/P84/L17-25 where the Board 
claims that the 1897 record is to be ignored while at Tr P86/L5-14 the Board claims that we have 
to take the word of the 1897 record, and, at AR P131/last paragraph, the Board charged Erickson 
for "...not consider(ing) the original GLO surveys and plats at face value”.  The proper treatment 
of such GLO ambiguities is given at §9-46 of the 2009 BLM Survey Manual (see 
ATTACHMENT “G”) and places conditions upon the “face value” standard. 
"The field-notes and plat are assumed to be correct, until the contrary is shown...if the 
location of the monument is clearly shown by other evidence to be at a distance different 
than that given in the field-notes and plat, they must give way."
It doesn’t help that the Board’s Expert Witness has relatively little experience in land 
boundary issues (TR P11/P37/L8-17).   See “Standard of Care” and “Credibility” [P53-55].
 Deliberate Decision not to acquire knowledge of the falsity of the charges:  From the 
development of this subject at page 56, a reasonable person is able to conclude that the Idaho 
Board of Licensure of Professional Engineers and Professional Land Surveyors (Board) made a 
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charges against Erickson (see Wiemer v. Rankin, 790 P. 2d 347, 358 - Idaho: Supreme Court 
1990).  In all this it is difficult to differentiate the Adjudicator from the Prosecutor, but we can say
that each remained uninformed of the falsity of their charges. 
Finding of Irregularity Allows the taking of Additional Evidence [P4/L17-26; P47-49]: 
1.  On the third day of the hearing Erickson had a medical crisis [P47/L22 – P48/L22]  His honor 
would not give credence to the crisis because there was no diagnosis.  With a diagnosis now 
available, Erickson prays the Appellate Court to take judicial notice of the Medical Reports at 
ATTACHMENT “I” and the Medical Affidavits contained in the January 22, 2018 Motion and 
Affidavit for Time Extension and find that there was a bona-fide irregularity, accident or surprise.
2.  After the medical crisis, was there an irregularity in the continuation of the hearing without the
presence of Erickson or his counsel. 
3.  Was there an irregularity when the Board continued the hearing without ruling upon a motion 
for continuance? [P49/L14-23]
4. Was the misuse of the deposition an irregularity? [P50/L1-11].
5.  Because Erickson had a property right in the proceedings and the cancellation was made 
without consultation or approval (CR P753/L31), was the cancellation of the preliminary hearing 
an irregularity? Unlawful?  [P56/L9-12]
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State v. Walters, 813 P. 2d 857, 865 - Idaho: Supreme Court 1990
State v. White, 551 P.2d 1344, 1348, 1351 - Idaho: Supreme Court 1976 [P42/L26-31]
Stivers v. Pierce, 71 F. 3d 732, 742 - Court of Appeals, 9th Circuit 1995
Wiemer v. Rankin, 790 P. 2d 347, 358 - Idaho: Supreme Court 1990 [P10/L1-2; 56/14]
Yellowstone Basin Properties v. Burgess, 843 P. 2d 341 - Mont: Supreme Court 1992 [P9/L4-5; 23/5]
2.  STATUTES  AND  RULES
US Constitution, Article 1, Section 10, Clause 1      [P21/L8]
                 1st  Amendment                                 [P29-P35]
                 5th & 14th Amendments                   [P49/L15-16] 
Idaho Constitution, Article 1, Section 13           [P49/L16]
                       Article V, Sections 2, 6, and 13   [P37/L1-25]
Idaho Executive Order #2017-16 [P38/L1]
HB623-2018 [P38/L2-3]
I.A.R. 35(g) [P14/L20]







IDAPA 10.01.02.004 & .005 [P35/L8]
IDAPA 10.01.02.011.01 [P38/L15-21; 39/3-5]
I.D.A.P.A. 67-5220 [P36/L12]
I.D.A.P.A. 67-5229 [P21/L20]
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I.D.A.P.A. 67-5253 [P30/L24]
I.D.A.P.A. 67-5254 [P36/L18]
I.D.A.P.A. 67-5276 [P49/L8; 4/26]
I.D.A.P.A.  67-5279(3)(d) [P29/L1; 33/10; 55/25]
I.C. 54-1215 [P15/L5-11, 18-20; 35/17]
I.C. 54-1220 [P35/L7; 38/15-18]










I.R.C.P. 35(a)(1) [P48/L20] 
I.R.E. 606(a) [P39/L9-11]
I.R.E. 803(3) [P48/L14]
Idaho Code of Judicial Conduct, Rule 2.2[4], 
Rule 2.5(A) & [4], [P41/L28-31, 42/12]
Rule 2.6(A), [P42/L4-7; 42/14]
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3.  Treatise
American Surveyor Magazine, The, Vol. 10, No. 2, Einstein on Surveying  (CR P180-183)
American Surveyor Magazine, The, Vol. 11, No. 11, The Fox  (AR P175-179)   [P29/L22-29]
American Surveyor Magazine, The, Vol. 12, No. 3, Down on the Corner (Ex 26d.1 P3/L17-22)
Bureau of Land Management Manual of Survey Instructions - 2009.  (Free download at “blm 
survey manual pdf”)   §3-5 [P20/L8-14], §5-32, §5-29, §5-42 [19/25], §7-1 [19/25], 
§7-47 [51/20-22], §7-48, §7-56, §9-43 [4/7; 21/16], 5-36 [4/13] §9-46 [4/7; 9/12].
Duties Of The Judicial System To The Pro Se Litigant, AK Law Review, Vol. 30.2, p. 189-213
[P6/L13-14]
Fordham Law Review, Vol. 58,Page 682, Note 32
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/states-rethink-occupational-license-rules/article/2637241
[P37/L27]
Some Kind of Hearing, University of Pennsylvania Law Review, Vol. 123:1267, 1295, 1297 by 
Henry J. Friendly.          [P5/L7-22]
4.  Orientation Maps:  CR P944/Item 8, CR P704-709;  CR P1020/Item C; Tr P241/L7-25.
Orientation Maps are required by I.A.R. 35(g).  Erickson did offer these during the appeal at 
District Court and these can be seen in the Clerk’s record at CR P704-709.  All elements that 
appear on the Orientation Maps have previously appeared in the Record.  This was previously 
argued at CR P702.  In order to provide better clarity and detail, the six Orientation Maps are 
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III.  ISSUES  AT  DISTRICT  COURT   (same as IV. ARGUMENT)
IV.  ARGUMENT indexed to District Court Opinion (CR P752-765)
A.  Count 1, Paragraph 4, signing and sealing reports.    CR P756-757
His Honor stated: "...Idaho Code §54-1215 require a work product of a surveyor which 
is given to a client must be either signed or sealed or it must be marked as preliminary 
or draft.  Erickson did neither on this particular report (Ex 3.2)...(nor on) Exhibit 36"
First defense in law:  By the time the subject Survey Report at Ex 3.2 was issued, the 
Walkers’ were no longer Erickson’s client (Ex 17d.1/1st & 2nd paragraphs) thus I.C. 54-1215 
does not apply.  
Second defense - lack of substantial evidence:  It was Erickson’s practice in 2011 (see Ex
5a.1/P11-12) to print off the signature page, sign and seal that, and mail the whole to the client.
This method can still be seen in the signature page of Erickson’s January 15, 2016 Answer (see 
AR R55-56).  The fact that the subject copy of the report was from Erickson’s digital file can 
be seen from the clarity of it.  Compare Ex 5a.1. to Ex 1.3.  Ex 5a.1 is from Erickson’s digital 
file, while Ex 1.3 was the copy received by the Board from the client.  The difference is 
striking.  The document that Erickson is being disciplined for is NOT the copy delivered to his 
ex-client.  Idaho Code §54-1215(3)(b) only requires that the copy given to the client be signed 
and sealed.  No one has visited Mrs. Walker, let alone obtained a document from her (Tr 
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B. & H.  Grangeville Highway District property and overstating Walker's acreage.  Count 
1, Paragraph 5 and Count 4, Paragraph 24.b., failure to note.  CR P757-758
His Honor upheld the Board’s finding on this point by stating that, 
CR P758/L9-11:“Regardless, there is evidence in the record that the omission of the 
identity of a landowner in a record of survey is a violation of the standard of care”
The prosecution failed to furnish, and the Court forgot to ask for, a statute or rule 
requiring that all properties and ownership be shown on a Record of Survey (there is none).  
This leaves only the nondescript charge of violation of the “standard of care”.  See “Standard 
of Care” and “Credibility” [P53-55].
The survey plats of five local surveyors (Ex 1.2, Ex 3.7, Ex 13.2, R.O.S. #S-3341 
[ATTACHMENT “J”] and R.O.S. #S-3355 [ATTACHMENT “K”]) have treated Section 24 and
the G.H.D. property in the same manner as Erickson, namely showing only the “rectangular” 
lines and not showing the metes and bounds lines of the G.H.D. property.  No local survey 
plats, that Erickson is aware of, show the G.H.D. property on their sectional breakdown record 
of survey.  In the title block of Erickson’s Ex 1.2 plat, this restricted treatment was announced 
to all those who knew how to read them.  At Tr P75/P198-199 the Board’s Expert Witness 
admitted that he doesn’t know how to read them.   See “Standard of Care” and “Credibility” 
[P53-55].  Erickson enters an Ater defense [P55/L20-24] and prays this Appellate Court to find 
that the Board's findings, inferences, conclusions and decisions on this point are arbitrary and 
not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole and the District Court was in 
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C., F. & H.   Erickson falsely accused neighbors.  Count 1 Paragraph 5, Count 2 Paragraph
9.a and Count 4 Paragraph 24.a.   (see CR P758)
His Honor discredited many of the charges of gross negligence, incompetence, 
misconduct, “failure to interview” and, “causing turmoil and litigation” at CR P757/L20-29.  
Also see CR P758/L19, 24-27; P759/L16-19, 28-30, P760/L1-2, P762/L15-30; 
P763/L1-8.   However, his Honor upheld all of the charges at CR P760/L3-4:  
“In accordance with the standard of review, the Court finds that there is 
substantial evidence in the record to support the Board's findings.”
At defendant’s Answer, during cross, presentations of motions and the Board’s 
impeachment of its own witnesses, most of the Board’s charges were rebutted.   Some 
samples follow:
TR P14/P49/L22-25  John Elle:  "It seems to say that the Badertschers, and other 
neighbors along the west line of this section...”
Erickson: "Objection.  The witness is supposing (about an inference)…"
TR P76/P203/L16-17
Q.  Erickson:  "And does it matter who built the fence?
A.  Elle:          "I don't know."
TR P76/P202/L21-23 Reads:  Q. (Erickson-Cross)  “Did Erickson ever say who did build 
the fence?”  
A.  John Elle:  “Not that I know of.”  
    
TR P107/P325/L14-25:    Q. (Kirtlan Naylor)  “Now, have you ever ascertained whether 
Mr. Erickson had any evidence to actually believe that the Badertschers had built that 
fence?”
A. (Keith Simila)   “According to Diane Badertscher, Mr. Erickson had never talked to her 
about who built that fence.”
Q.  “But do you know if Mr. Erickson has ever put forth any evidence to establish that the 
Badertschers, did, in fact, build that fence?”
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Q.  “And that's all?”
A.   “That’s all. “
TR P159/P426/L24 – P427/L2:  Closing statement by Kirtlan Naylor:  “And you have 
several statements here.  The one in his survey report dealing with the Badertschers, and 
accusing them by inference, that they built a fence…"   (underline added)
The upshot is that the Board failed to present its case in a clear and convincing manner (Tr 
P4/P7/L19-20) that “Erickson accused the Badertschers of capitalizing on the situation” to 
build the fence.  In fact, Erickson’s subject Survey Report never at any place used the name 
“Badertscher” or the word “capitalize”.
What Erickson did say is at Ex 1.3 P/11/penultimate paragraph is:  
"At the West boundary of the NW1/4 of Section 24 the neighbors have accepted that 
invitation (to encroach) by building fences upon the Edwards lines...At no other location
have the neighbors taken advantage of the situation."
All parties agree that some neighbor built the fence.  Semantics appears to be the 
problem here.  Badertschers apparently have the view that I accused someone of acting 
“unfairly for their own benefit”.  Erickson meant “advantage” in the sense of  “to make good 
use of”.  (both from Cobuild Advanced English Dictionary).
Erickson’s defense is that the charge and proofs are not clear and convincing (Tr 
P4/P7/L19-20) and, using an Ater defense, Erickson prays that this charge be reversed for error
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D.    Count 1 Paragraph 7.a, 7.b and 7.c, Failure to File Corners Records.    CR P758-759 
His Honor states of this charge:  
CR P758 L7-10:  "The Board found that there was no rebutting evidence and sustained 
the allegations.  There is substantial evidence in the record to show that Erickson 
reestablished corners that were used as a control in his survey and did not file a corner 
record for any."
This District Court finding is in error and the error is most prejudicial.  Contrary to the 
Court’s opinion, Erickson filed five Corner Records for said Section 24.  The following is a 
table of Corner Records filed on controlling corners, each of which are shown on Mr. 
Erickson’s subject Record of Survey (Ex 1.2):
South ¼ Corner Corner Record #473276  Ex 19.2
SW Section Corner Corner Record #473275  Ex17a.1
West ¼ Corner Corner Record #473273  Ex 22.2
North ¼ Corner Corner Record #473272
Center ¼ Corner Corner Record #473274
The Board’s original concern was only about Corner Records for the Northeast and 
Southeast corners of Section 24 and the South ¼ corner of Section 23.  Each of which Erickson
did not visit, instead he relied upon the proven record of other surveyors to develop the 
positions.  Therefore Erickson did not have anything to add to the record, to perpetuate, nor 
does I.C. 55-1604 require it.  
In this exercise the south ¼ of Section 23 was not utilized, only shown.  Indeed, with 
collateral evidence present at the SW corner of Section 24, it would have been inappropriate to 
use a single proportion control from the south ¼ corner of Section 23 (§5-42 & 7-1 of the 2009
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The second and third concern of the Board on this count was the Northeast and 
Southeast corners of Section 24.  Direct 1897 evidence still exists today at each of these two 
corners in the form of original stones and accompanying bearing trees.  The corners and 
evidence have been perpetuated by the 1909 County Survey and all four of the modern surveys
that have addressed them.  The horse fly buzzing the belly of the Board is that they want NEW 
closing corners and monuments set about 20 feet away from the 1897 monuments.  However, 
state law, in the form of boundary by acquiescence, adverse possession, and repose, demand 
that the 1897 monuments be accepted as the true corners.   At §3-5 the BLM Manual agrees 
with this treatment:  
"In the sections that follow, the first explanations are with respect to ideal procedure in 
the rectangular plan.  The plan must be modified in various ways...where the initial and 
closing lines already established by prior survey do not qualify under the current 
specifications for rectangularity and closure but cannot be changed now because of the 
passing of titles based on them."  
Erickson’s professional opinion and the BLM Manual are confirmed by the standard of 
care established by the five mentioned surveys, and this standard of care leaves those corners 
right where they have been since they were first established in 1897.  Erickson uses an Ater 
defense.  [P55/L20-24]
Erickson prays this Appellate Court to find that the District Court’s and the agency's 
findings, inferences, conclusions and decisions on this point are in error, are arbitrary and not 
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E.   Count 1 paragraph 8.A, failure to evidence prior corner records,  at CR P759/L18-19 
His Honor stated: 
“(Erickson) cites to admitted exhibits that confirm his argument that the corner 
(records) were incorporated by reference.”
Erickson’s survey was completed on July 27th, 2010.  The Board did not determine that 
ALL corner record numbers were required until April of 2013, see CR P1071/L8-20.  Ex post 
facto laws are prohibited by the US Constitution’s Article 1, Section Ten, Clause 1.   
“Whether and to what extent material has been incorporated by reference into a host 
document is a question of law.”  Advanced Display v. Kent State Univ. 212 F.3d 1272, 
1283 Court of Appeals (Fed. Cir. 2000).  
Not only did the Board lack jurisdiction, due to Ex Post Facto concerns, his Honor determined 
that the corner record numbers were incorporated in Erickson’s survey plat CR P759/L18-19.  
Which begs the question, why didn’t his Honor reverse this point?
Incorporation by reference is both required and encouraged by the BLM, see §9-43 of 
BLM’s 2009 Survey Manual (Erickson Appeal Exhibit Z-11).  At the Hearing, incorporation by 
reference was advocated by the Board’s Chairman/Investigator cum Expert Witness, John Elle 
(see Tr P40/P153/L7-15 and Tr. P81/P224/L2 – P225/L4).  Idaho Code allows incorporation by 
reference,  see I.R.C.P. 10.c, I.D.A.P.A. 67-5229(1), IDAPA 04.11.01.803.03, and I.A.R. 35 (h). 
Again, the only thing going for this charge is that the Expert Witness stated, without any
basis, that Erickson violated the standard of care.  Thus the Board’s Expert Witness inserted his
“knowledge and expertise” in place of “evidence”.  Erickson claims error, a lack of jurisdiction
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G.      “The Central Issue”.  Count 2 Paragraphs 9.c and 10.a , Rejection of original stone at 
the SW corner Sec. 24,   CR P759
His Honor's complete discussion on this point is as follows:
CR P759/item G: “Count 2 Paragraphs 9.c and 10.a allege that Erickson engaged in 
insufficient investigation before unreasonably rejecting an original stone on the SW corner 
of Walker’s land and a later monument.  The Board expert asserted that Erickson should 
have followed the BLM Manual and the standard of care and honored the original stone 
monument.  (TR P151)  The Board also found that Erickson admitted to his client that his 
2010 survey report rejecting the original monument was in error but made no effort to 
correct the error.  (TR P240)
Erickson argues that the 2009 BLM standard is to use the best available evidence, 
reconciling all the evidence, and points out that the Board's expert testified that just 
because a surveyor thinks a stone is the original stone doesn't mean it is.  (TR P268).  
Erickson states that in accordance with the BLM manual, he conducted interviews, used 
prior surveys, plans and deeds to form his opinion. 
In accordance with the standard of review, the Court finds that there is substantial evidence
in the record to support the Board's findings.”  (underline added)
In the last paragraph on page 15 of the Finding of Fact the Board stated that the location of 
the SW corner of Section 24 is "the central issue in the case" (AR P236/L17).   [P22/L21-23; 
P39/L23-24]
Standard of Care:   See “Standard of Care” and “Credibility” [P53-55].
The Idaho Board of Professional Land Surveyors is not empowered to make land boundary 
determinations.  That role provisionally belongs to the licensed surveyors and ultimately to the 
Idaho Court System (Administrative Agencies are not part of this system).  
Erickson’s change of mind.  Much has been made of Erickson’s re-evaluation of his 
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presents this re-evaluation as impeachment of Erickson’s 2010 position and as support of their 
surveyor’s position for the SW corner of Section 24.   [P9/l20-26]
First of all, Erickson’s re-evaluation was a refinement of his 2010 reasoning, not a 
repudiation.  Erickson’s re-evaluation would have moved his SW corner of Section 24 
10% further away from the Edwards stone, not closer to it.  See Yellowstone v. Burgess.
Second.  Not long after, surveyor Wellingon, using an independent and acceptable 
method (R.O.S. #S-3341 at ATTACHMENT “J”), confirmed Erickson’s 2010 SW corner
of Sec. 24, and Erickson concurred.
Third.  A theory that the north line of the school property was at the center of an 1897 
east-west road (the road can be seen in the 1897 GLO plat at Ex 9c.2 plat and CR 668.), 
rather than the south right-of-way limits, explained away Erickson’s 30+ feet of 
uncertainty.   An effect of this theory was to make the Edwards stone very acceptable as 
the south common corner of the school property, as Carl Edwards stated it was in his 
1978 deed (Erickson Appeal Ex “J”).   Calling it the school corner yields a definite point
from which to measure the 272’, and since the stone falls on the projected centerline of 
the north-south road, the bearing of the 272’ reference tie is also made certain.
Erickson Survey:  Please bear in mind that the convocation of surveyors on Section 24, has
been led by Erickson:
1.  It was Erickson who found the original 1897 stone at the North ¼ corner of Section 24, which 
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2.  It was Erickson who first observed that the 1915 school deeds indicated that the Edwards 1977
stone and the Edwards 1978 deed at the SW corner of Section 24 were grossly in error, an 
observation that four of the five ensuing surveys agreed upon.  (Ex17a.1)
3.  It was Erickson’s crew who found the 1909 County Survey stone marking the W1/6th corner 
on the south line of Section 24.  (Ex 5a.1/P6)
4.   It was Erickson who discovered a method to clarify the 1946 aerial photo 100± fold.  Ex 21.2 
5.  It was Erickson who first used the 1915 school deed to put this all together and restored the 
SW corner of Section 24 to its true original 1873 position (CR 668).
6.  It was Erickson who innovated the telling kiddie-corner method of analyzing Section 24.  Here
the 1897 GLO survey reported the northwest corner of Section 24 to be 80 Chains (5280’) north 
of the southeast corner of the same section.  Fact, in the form of recovered monuments by five 
surveyors, show that the northing distance is 5550’± not the reported 5,280’ reported in 1897(see 
CR P219-220 and Erickson Appeal Exhibit N).  The five modern resurveys of Section 24 are: Ex 
1.2, Ex 3.7, Ex13.2, R.O.S. #S-3341 [ATTACHMENT “J”] and R.O.S. #S-3355 [ATTACHMENT
“K”].  This 270’ ambiguity between the 1897 record and five modern findings can be computed 
from each of the said surveys. Chapter 9-46 of the BLM 2009 Survey Manual states that 
ambiguities such as this are to be resolved by facts found in the field, and the record must give 
way to field investigation (see ATTACH. “G”).
Even when a marked stone is found, its presence is not a guarantee that it is the original 
stone in the original position.  This is borne out in the record at AR P226/L14-17; CR P759/last 
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TR P92/P268/L21-24 - Erickson on cross:  Q.  The point is, just because a surveyor thinks 
the stone is the original stone, does that make it the original stone?  No.
Elle:  A.  I never said it did.  
(Actually he did, Tr P40/P151L6-9 and Tr P92/P268/L6-9 and would again at Tr P99/P294/L8-17)
AR P226/L14-17 -Finding of Fact:  "Put another way, it is clear that Mr. Erickson rejected 
a monument.  It appears he did so as a matter of opinion.  As long as the manual and 
circular were taken into consideration, it cannot be said that the opinion is ipso facto a 
violation."
Property Disputes at the SW Corner of Section 24 (CR P156):  Through the intervening 
120 years, this ambiguity of 270’ at the west side of Section 24 has caused many disputes. The 
earliest dispute of record is the conflict between two Grangeville Power & Light easement 
documents dated 1902 (Bk.19-P.7) and 1921 (Bk.47-P.288), see CR P644/L20-22.  
4.  Three times Highway Engineers have guessed at the location of the SW corner of 
Section 24.  Three times they were in a different location, none of which were at the Edwards 
location and none of which were at the Erickson location.   
5.  In 1963 and 1995 the U.S. Geological Survey produced two radically different locations 
for the SW corner of Section 24.  See Orientation Maps I & II.  
6.  The current dispute began in 1977 when local engineer/surveyor, Carl Edwards, 
presented a marked stone (Ex 5a.1/P3) as the SW corner of Section 24, and stated in his 1978 
Deed #275545 (Erickson Appeal Ex “J”), that this stone was also the common south corner of the 
two school properties.  This statement is in gross disagreement with the 1915 school deeds (Ex 
52, CR P667-668 and Erickson Appeal Ex “L”).  
What the Edwards stone has going for it is:
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b.  It is 5290 feet, from the Edwards stone, north to the NW corner of Section 24, a very 
reasonable conformance to the 1897 record of 5280’. Erickson’s distance is 5566’.
c.  A registered surveyor and his son certify and memorialize that it is the original stone.
The short-comings of the Edwards stone are:
a.  Four Idaho Surveyors, plus Jeff Lucas, certify and memorialize that the Edwards stone is
not the original stone.  (Ex 1.2; R.O.S. #S-3341 [ATTACHMENT “J”]; R.O.S. #S-3355 
[ATTACHMENT “K”];  R.O.S. #S-3303 [ATTACH. “L”] and CR P671-676, Items 9-21.
b.  The bearing of the Erickson south line of Section 24 is a near conforming cardinal 
bearing of N.89°49'E, with a divergence of only 8.5’ in ½ mile.  The resulting bearing of 
the Edwards south line of section 24 is S.87°18'E.  Compared to the GLO bearing of due 
East (Ex 1.2), Edward’s divergence is 124.4’ in ½ mile.  
 
c.  The 1897 record shows that the stone was supposed to have three notches, not two; (Ex 
9c.2/P16/L4-5) 
d.  The notches are too fresh (Ex 5a.1/P3; Erickson Appeal Ex “W”).  This can readily be 
seen when visually comparing the stones recovered at the N1/4 corner, NW Corner 
(Erickson Appeal Ex “M”/upper left corner) and the 1909 W1/16 corner on the south line 
(Ex 5a.1/P9), all of Section 24; and the W1/4 corner of Section 25 (Ex.13.3)
e.  The enlarged photo of the Edwards stone on ATTACHMENT “B” shows the two 
notches.  The lower notch shows a definite crease on the left side and a subliminal crease 
on the other, which could have been made by a farm implement called a “disc” (Ex “P “).  
Aerial photos from the 1950’s and 1960’s show that this was farm land at that time.  
f.  The stone is 50% too small in volume when compared to the 1873 Field Notes (Ex 
9c.1/P5/L7).  (A comparison to the 1897 stone dimensions is not possible because the 1897 
measurements would have been to what was above ground);
g.  The Edward stone does not match the 1897 topography calls (Ex 9c.2/P20/L5-14), 
which calls for the stone being 398’ south and 150’ below the top of the ridge (see Ex “O”).
The Edward stone is on the “rolling land”, not the “mountainous slope” called for.
h.  The Board’s Expert Witness stated at Tr P95/P279/L18-25 that there is no record of the 
Edwards position predating 1977.
  
i.  The Edwards stone’s position is grossly in error when compared to a combination of the 
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j.  The Edwards stone is grossly in error when compared to the recovered south line 
perpetuated by the 1909 County Survey (Ex 5a.1/P9 and Orientation Maps V & VI). 
The clarity of a 1946 Aerial photo (Ex 21.2 & Ex 17c.1 P5) was enhanced in 2011, 
enabling us for the first time, since about 1950 when the school building was removed, to 
actually see the location of the Stony Point school house.  The method is called ‘wet drum 
scanning” and is described on page 7 of Ex 26d.1.  This photo shows that there is a high 
probability that the Edwards stone is indeed a corner of the school property but certainly not 
the SW corner of Section 24.
 In 2010 the 1909 Dasenbrock stone (it was Sheriff Dasenbrock who found it), was 
found marking the W1/16th Corner of Sec. 25, which lies on the south line of Section 24.  This 
stone is upright, secure, undisturbed and well marked.  An August 5, 1911 Road Conversion 
Survey by County Surveyor Spedden confirms that the Dasenbrock stone is still in its original 
position, even today.  With this stone in hand, the records show that at no time since 1897 has 
there been less than two monuments on this line, and, according to Euclid’s First Postulate, two
points define (and consequently preserve) a line.  In other words, at no time since 1897 has the 
south line of Section 24 been lost.
  The Dasenbrock stone lies on the west end of a cardinal east-west line.  The east end of 
that line is the SE corner of Section 24 and it is anchored and perpetuated by the above set of 
1897 GLO bearing trees (Ex 9c.2/P17/L4-7).  This line is approximately 270’ south of the 1977
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Jeff Lucas Declaration:  Jeff Lucas is a nationally prominent Land Surveyor and 
Attorney who has been publishing books and survey articles in the United States on land 
survey issues for 15 plus years.  Mr. Lucas’s three Declarations address the SW corner of said 
Sec. 24. 
Jeff Lucas’ Declarations specifically reject the Carl Edwards’ stone (Ex 46 P10/Item 30(b)  
and CR P671-676, Items 9-21).  The third declaration was in the process of being introduced as an
exhibit at the hearing when Erickson had his medical crisis at Tr P150/P388/L5-12.   [see P10/L4-
13; 47-49 and ATTACHMENT “I” of this brief]
The rejection of Marked stones is not unheard of.  They have been rejected in the past 
by both Edwards and the BLM.   See Erickson Appeal Exhibits “A” and “B”
West ¼ Corner of Section 25:  The Board’s argument here is an insertion of evidence and 
an unlawful standard [P51/L12 – P52/L14].
Summary of SW Corner of Section 24: The quarrel has descended into an argument of 
not “where”, but “who” gets to determine the original SW corner of Section 24, with the 
Hoiland/Edwards team retaining the Idaho Board of Professional Engineers and Professional 
Land Surveyors to make and enforce that determination [P22/L24-27].  In this the Board has gone
so far as to conduct a singular field examination with only the Hoiland and Edwards 
representatives present (Ex 21.1), and at (Tr P92/P268/L6-8) to refer to Edwards as “our 
surveyor”. 
Tr P69/P174/l6-9:  Q. (Erickson)  Did you ever consider you were only getting one side of 
the picture by associating only with one side...?
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As per I.D.A.P.A. 67-5279(3)(d), Erickson prays this Appellate Court to find that the 
agency's findings, inferences, conclusions and decisions on this point are arbitrary and not 
supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole, and justifies this prayer with an Ater 
defense.  [P55/L20-24]
I.  Were Erickson’s First Amendment Rights Violated?
1.  One of the earliest e-mails from the Board can be read at CR P/174-175:
“We would also require a retraction/apology for your public comments regarding...some of 
the quoted comments in a recent article that continue to put the profession in a negative 
light.  We can discuss this further.”
2.    Other Samples of the board’s oppression of first amendment rights:
From the Complaint, AR P12/§17.:  "Erickson demonstrates incompetence through his 
conclusions in... articles he writes for publication."
AR P19/Item 28:  "...Erickson violated this rule by writing and publishing an article in the 
American Surveyor magazine dated February 13, 2015…"  (Ex 26d.1 P3/L17-22)
AR P19/L3-4:  "Presentation to surveyors in another state (found online)- ‘Deferring to an
Engineer because he is also a measurer is like a Doctor deferring to a Butcher.’"
3.  Excerpt from Erickson’s The Fox   is Guarding the Hen House   article, AR P167-
169, dated 11-15-2014.  ( http://www.amerisurv.com/PDF/  TheAmericanSurveyor   Erickson-  
FoxGuardingHenHouse_Nov-Dec2014.pdf):
"In the September meeting of our local chapter the proposed new legislation was presented 
by a tag team from ISPLS, the state Board and Worrell Communications...the Idaho 
Executive Director, Keith Simila, explained to us that the requirement that licensees only 
practice where they have expertise should prevent the ignorant from performing land 
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From the above, it is a known fact that, before he was the Complainant, Keith Simila was 
involved and interested in a political lobbying effort that was opposed by Erickson.  Simila has 
used his position on the Board to shut down Erickson’s opposition speech.  
4.  The Smoking Gun.  It is not often in a crime that we get to see and read the point in 
time when legitimate concerns morph into a conspiracy to violate Civil Rights, but here it is.  The 
following is an Excerpt from a November 18-19th, 2014 e-mail exchange between five officers of 
the Board (see AR P170-173 and annotated at CR P827-829).  In violation of IDAPA 
04.11.01.423, these five were from both the “decision maker” and the “prosecution” sides and the 
e-mails originated after the investigation had commenced  (ATTACHMENT “E”) in September of
that year.
AR P170/first paragraph: Nathan Dang:  "I put forth the idea for a rebuttal to Mr. 
Erickson's rant on a request from Keith Simila (Executive Director).
AR P171/ first paragraph: Glenn Bennett:  "It never pays to get down in the mud with a 
pig.  You only get dirty and the pig loves it.  I believe Mr. Erickson is seeking attention 
(maybe he wasn't hugged enough as a child) and hopes to generate a reaction or 
response.  I think our objectives are better met if we note his objections and be prepared 
to defend our legislation before the legislature at the proper time.  We should also 
continue to educate other surveyors and our legislators on what we are trying to 
accomplish with the legislation.  If we do it properly, they will see Mr. Erickson for what
he is.  I believe that if we respond to him we will only tip our hand and give him time to 
organize a rebuttal of his own."  (underlines added)
This e-mail series violated I.D.A.P.A. 67-5253 and marked the beginning of an 
adversarial proceeding, something which an Administrative Agency with its cheese-cloth wall 
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5.  Executive Director:
The retaliatory nature of the Board’s 21 pages of 49 charges and sub-charges is best described by 
the Executive Director himself:  
Tr P153/P401/L4-13: A.  (Simila) "(Erickson is) basically trying to get other licensees 
to see his point of view.  And if they don't, instead of just communicating a material 
discrepancy, what he's doing is, he is badgering them into trying to convince them as to 
his point of view.  And I don't see value in a licensee, and value to the profession for a 
licensee continuing in that kind of practice.  And the fact that it came out in public in a 
few instances cited in this case, leaves, in my opinion, that he has violated this rule” 
 
Continued at Tr P153/P402/L3-17:  Q. (Wagner)  In your mind, does this rule, and how 
it’s applied, could that have a chilling effect on the ability of a licensee to express his 
opinion…?
A.  (Simila) “What I was trying to build a case here for, is that this individual has 
egregious infractions.  And I wanted to bring in as much evidence to demonstrate the 
egregiousness of that action as I could"
Does adding hot air to the balloon add weight to the gondola?  There are three 
fundamental errors in the Executive’s Complaint and the Board’s Order:  A.  Retributive action 
to suppress political opposition;  B.  Bias/interest in the form of stymied political ambitions; C.
Suppression of Freedom of Assembly, Speech and Press.
  We learn from e-mails (CR P830/1st and last paragraph) from the Editor of The American
Surveyor Magazine that this retribution did eventually trample upon Erickson’s 1st Amendment 
rights.  
Because of the above directives from the Board, this case is an even stronger case for 
finding a First Amendment violation than was the on-point case of Hale v. Walsh, 747 P. 2d 1288, 
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“This case is one of first impression in Idaho...However, Hale cannot rest upon a showing 
that as a matter of law his conduct was constitutionally protected.  He must also show his 
conduct was a substantial or motivating factor for (the University’s) action.”
Does not this evidence show that the Board's Complaint and Order infringed upon 
Erickson's First, Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment rights?  Would such a finding have the affect
of leaving insufficient evidence to sustain a conviction?   
State v. Clark, Court of Appeals Docket No. 43077, 2016 Opinion No. 12, P4/5:  
"The undisputed evidence here shows that the commission's exclusion order infringed 
Clark's right to petition for redress of grievances without due process.  Therefore, there 
was insufficient evidence to sustain a conviction of misdemeanor trespass because the 
evidence shows that the charge was predicated upon an unconstitutional order.  It follows 
that the district court erred in affirming the magistrate court's judgment of conviction.” 
6.  First Amendment issues addressed in the proceedings:
a.  The Board failed to respond to Erickson’s 1st Amendment defenses in evasion of Board 
of Regents v. Roth 408 U.S. 564, 584 (1972).   The F.O.F., C.O.L. and Order (AR P222-245) and 
Order on Reconsideration (AR P289-292) make no mention of Erickson’s constitutional 
challenges. 
Board of Regents v. Roth 408 U.S. 564, 584 (1972):  "When a State proposes to deny a 
privilege to one who it alleges has engaged in unprotected speech, Due Process requires
that the State bear the burden of proving that the speech was not protected." 
The State did not hold a hearing nor defend its actions.  Finally, eight months after the 
Order, on April 27, 2017 the Board rebutted Erickson using the following at CR P739:  
"From the beginning of this case at the administrative level to the last appearance by the 
licensee before this court, Mr. Erickson has leveled charges of illegality, corruption, bias, 
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Hence, the conclusion by this court that the board was not fair and impartial and 
unprofessional is deeply troubling...the issue of bias had not been previously briefed (by the
Board)…" (parenthetical and underlines added)
b.  And that’s the whole case right there, wrapped up in a pretty package by the Board’s 
own Counsel.  From the beginning Erickson has repeatedly dished out First Amendment claims 
and the Board keeps side-stepping them and Board of Regents.  This is unlawful.  We see also 
from their treatment of discovery requests [P44/L13-22] that stonewalling is the Board’s M.O.  
7.  The Honorable FitzMurice’s determination on 1st Amendment violations:
CR P721/L5, 13-14: “Review of Board's Findings under I.C.§67-5279(3); There was no 
evidence that the revocation of his license was based on the article he wrote."
Forgetting for now the e-mails and the articles themselves, in both the Complaint and the 
Order there is evidence that the Board proposed and endeavored to censor Erickson’s freedom of 
speech and press.  In the Complaint at AR P12/§17; P13/3-5; P18/last paragraph; P19/L3-4, 17-
21.  In the Order at AR P228/L1-6, 19-23; AR P229/L3-6 & AR P231/L5-8.  
Considering the above law and instances, his Honor’s reasoning is upside down.  It was 
the Board’s burden to prove that the application of their statutes and rules did not violate the 
First Amendment.  Erickson has not been provided with a hearing on this matter and moves for
reversal on this point. 
8.  Chill of the 1st Amendment:
a.  Marc Cheves - Editor:  "The last court didn't remand back to the lower court?  Why are 
you having to go all the way to the SC?  Wish this would hurry up so you could start 
writing again! ...It's un-American that they can prevent you from writing.”  (CR P/830/first 
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b.  CR P.728/L.10-15-Board’s Counsel:  "But by finding partiality, the court...would allow 
the licensee, his supporters, future litigants and the media to hold out future Board findings
as illegitimate on this and companion cases...It is imperative that this be corrected." 
(underline added)   [P38/L3]
Pressured by the State’s political party, the District Court removed the determination of 
bias [P38/L3] at its Substituted Judicial Review (CR P725/L10-11 v. CR P764/L10-13). 
c.  When Erickson’s The Fox is Guarding the Hen House” magazine article came out, 
five officers, from both sides of the cheese-cloth wall, responded by vowing that for 
opposing their political ambitions, "They   will see Mr. Erickson for what he is ".  Then 
everyone was shushed to secrecy (AR P170-173 and annotated at CR P827-829).  These 
secret co-ed activities passed back and forth through the cheese-cloth for 12 months before 
the Chairman designated himself the Expert Witness.  While four of the officers did not 
speak in the e-mail exchange, neither did they, for two days or, anytime thereafter, instruct 
their Executive Director and others to cease and desist in this prejudicial and unlawful 
activity (1st & 14th Amendment and I.D.A.P.A. 67-5253).
d. Another Board e-mail, dated July 8, 2015, can be read at CR P174-175.  This, and other
examples above, show that there is a genuine issue of fact as to whether the proceedings 
against Erickson’s license were unlawful and tainted by actual bias.
9.  Rules unconstitutional:  When the Board proposed and then lobbied (AR P155-157, 
163-169) for a legislative redefinition of surveying and then used its judicial powers to stifle 
political opposition in the press, this exposed a Constitutional flaw in Idaho Code.  At least as 
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"Public confidence in the independence and impartiality of the judiciary is eroded if 
judges...are perceived to be subject to political influence."  
Is the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act unconstitutional on this point?
10.  First Amendment Conclusion:  Because the Board's Order infringed on his 
fundamental rights of freedom of press, speech and association, there remained insufficient 
evidence to revoke Erickson’s license for violating I.C. §54-1215, 54-1220; 55-1604, 55-1906 and
IDAPA. 10.01.02.004 & .005.  See Clark on page 32.
Hale v. Walsh, 747 P. 2d 1288, 1292 - Idaho: Court of Appeals 1987:  INSTR. NO. 13 (to 
the jury):  "...Such activities are protected from infringement by any person acting under 
color of state law or regulation by the First Amendment to the United States Constitution".
Are the statutes and rules empowering the Board overbroad?  
State v. Korsen, 69 P. 3d 125, 138 - Idaho: Supreme Court 2003:  "This Court 
determines whether a person's constitutional rights have been violated independently of 
the lower court...A statute that prohibits legitimately regulated conduct, but also 
prohibits constitutionally protected conduct, may be subject to invalidation under the 
overbreadth doctrine."
State v. Clark 43077, 2016 Opinion No. 12, bottom of page 2, perfectly describes and resolves 
this case.
“We start with the premise that the rights to assemble peaceably and to petition for a 
redress of grievances are among the most precious of the liberties safeguarded by the 
Bill of Rights.  These rights, moreover, are intimately connected both in origin and in 
purpose, with the other First Amendment rights of free speech and free press.  All these,
though not identical, are inseparable."  The First Amendment would, however, be a 
hollow promise if it left government free to destroy or erode its guarantees by indirect 
restraints so long as no law is passed that prohibits free speech, press, petition, or 
assembly as such.  We have therefore repeatedly held that laws which actually affect the
exercise of these vital rights cannot be sustained merely because they were enacted for 
the purpose of dealing with some evil within the State's legislative competence, or even 
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J.  Due Process Issues:   
Long v. Gill, 981 F. Supp. 2d 966, 971, 972 - Dist. Court, D. Oregon 2013 reads in part:  
"At a minimum these requirements (of due process) include an unbiased tribunal, an 
opportunity to be heard and 972 present evidence, the right to know the opposing 
evidence upon which the tribunal bases his or her decision, and the right to 
meaningfully respond to the opposing evidence."
1.  Is a state sponsored, state funded political party Constitutional?  In granting the 
Board of Licensure of Professional Engineers and Professional Land Surveyors (Board) the right 
to propose and advocate new legislation (IDAPA 04.11.01.834-836 and I.D.A.P.A. 67-5220) the 
Idaho Legislature created a state-sponsored, state-funded political party.  Call it Karma or 
Newton’s Third Law of opposing forces, any political party or political action will develop 
opposition.  Because any potential opponent to the efforts of this state-sponsored political party 
must certainly arise from within the body of Licensed Engineers and Land Surveyors, this 
Legislative exaltation gives the Board a distinct prestige and power over its political opponents.  
Combine this Legislative advantage with the Administrative power to grant or revoke licensure 
(I.D.A.P.A. 67-5254) then combine it with unsupervised and near unfettered Judicial powers 
(deference at up line courts [P37-38]), and you have the very engine of oppression.  And this 
without the Board ever mouthing the terms, “speech”, “press” or “association”.  
The ardor of persons who are most apt to understand and have an interest in opposing the 
Board’s resulting bad legislation is chilled by the whipping of those who dare to stand up.  Thus 
all surveyors of this body are bridled and saddled, while the Board of Engineers stands by, booted 
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2.  Is it unconstitutional for an Idaho Court to defer to the findings of an unruled, 
unsupervised Administrative Board?   Idaho Constitution Article V, Sections 2, 6, and 13: 
Section 2:  The judicial power of the state shall be vested in a Court...The courts shall 
constitute a unified and integrated judicial system for administration and supervision by 
the Supreme Court. 
Section 6:  ...The chief justice shall be the executive head of the judicial system.
Section 13:  The legislature shall have no power to deprive the judicial department of any 
power or jurisdiction which rightly pertains to it as a coordinate department of the 
government; but the legislature shall...regulate by law, when necessary, the methods of 
proceeding in the exercise of their powers of all the courts below the Supreme Court, so far
as the same may be done without conflict with this Constitution…  (underline added)
a.  At the Nov. 7th, 2017 Oral Argument the Honorable Judge FitzMaurice stated, “An 
Administrative Board Hearing is not a Court”.  Well, this “thing” that is not a court just took 
Erickson’s livelihood, Erickson’s property (license), Erickson’s liberty (to practice the profession 
of his choice), destroyed Erickson’s reputation in its publications (CR P1102) and silenced his 
voice.   
b.  The Idaho Supreme Court, while giving deference to the findings of state agencies, has 
at the same time failed to rule and supervise the Agencies’ judicial activities as required by Article
V, Section 2 of the Idaho Constitution.  Thus leaving Erickson and many others to suffer the 
consequences of these run-a-muck judiciaries.  Does Article V, Section 2 compel the Supreme 
Court to rule and supervise the Administrative “courts” in their judicial activity, even though the 
legislature might prohibit this supervision?
c.  The current political environment contains a backlash against State Agencies on state 
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occupational-license-rules/article/2637241 and Idaho Executive Order #2017-06.  The 2018 
legislature in HB623 (which passed the House 47-23 on 3-7-2018) would remove the jurisdiction 
of most administrative agencies to give opinions and penalties in contested cases.   Erickson’s 
challenges herein are appropriate to the time.
d.  Idaho Code of Judicial Conduct Rules
Rule 3.4:  "A judge shall not accept appointment to a governmental...board…"   
Rule 3.8(B):  “A judge shall not serve in a fiduciary position...”
Rule 3.10:  "A judge shall not practice law."  
Rule 4.1(B)[3]:  "Public confidence in the independence and impartiality of the judiciary is
eroded if judges...are perceived to be subject to political influence."   
These appear to preclude a governmental board from acting in a judicial manner and a 
practicing attorney from adjudicating in a Board Hearing.  Prophetically, it was the Board’s 
political activity that started these judicial proceedings and a fiduciary agent who keeps it stirred.  
3.  Violations of Time Limits of I.C. 54-1220(2) and IDAPA 10.01.02.011.01:
I.C. 54-1220(2):  "All charges...shall be heard by the board within six (6) months after the 
date they were received at the board office unless such time is extended by the board for 
justifiable cause."
10.01.02.011.01:  "The Board will not accept an affidavit more than two(2) years after 
discovery of the matter by the complainant.”
I.R.C.P. 9(h):  In pleading the statute of limitations it is sufficient to state generally that the
action is barred, and the applicable statute or Session Law relied upon must be pled with 
particularity.
The Board first became aware of the issues of this case on February 24, 2011 when the 
Badertscher letter was first received (Ex 1.4).  Lacking “sworn under penalty of perjury” neither 
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letters were accepted by the Board as complaints (AR P1A/first paragraph and AR P224/last 
paragraph).  Therefore, the first complaint against Erickson on these issues was that complaint 
filed by the board at AR P3-P23 on October 28, 2015.  A careful examination of IDAPA 
10.01.02.011.01, reveals that the Board’s Complaint is just such an affidavit.  The Complaint was 
barred by IDAPA 10.01.02.011.01, for which no extension of time is provided.  On this point, did 
the Board’s Complaint lack jurisdiction?
Time limits was Erickson’s Forth Affirmative Defense at AR P51/10-13 and CR P561-562.
4.  Did one of the Adjudicators act as a witness at the hearing?
I.R.E. 606(a):  "A member of the jury may not testify as a witness before that jury in the 
trial of the case in which the person is sitting as a juror."
At Tr P99/P294-296, after the Expert Witness lost a critical point at cross, Board Member Dusty 
Obermayer asked a series of very leading questions of the prosecution’s Expert Witness, who was 
then Mr. Obermayer's superior on the Board.  The adjudicator’s questions were loaded with 
information that supported the prosecution.
Tr P99P294/L8-17: Q. (Obermayer)  “If a surveyor finds what he believes is an original 
stone, and even if he does weigh all of the evidence he found, such as bearings, distances, 
whatever other evidence he's looking at, isn't it true that the original stone, if he believes 
it's the original stone, controls over any of those other factors?
A.  (Elle)  That's true.
Q.  I know it was.   (underline added)
The stone was the central issue to this case (page 15 of the Finding of Fact at 
AR/P236/last paragraph) [P22/L21-23; P39/L23-24] and Erickson’s guilt or innocence hung 
upon the status of that stone.  The adjudicator’s testimony to the central issue violated due 
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5.  Use of a prejudicial term to a Central Issue [P39/L23-24] over Erickson’s 
objections:  At the following, the prejudicial term “original” stone appears in the record 31 times: 
Complaint:                            (4)
Hearing:                                (9) Expert Witness  
                                              (3) Prosecutor, Tr P132/L5-11; Tr P150/L14-18; P152/L2-4
                                              (2) Board Member  Tr P99/P294/L9-17
F.O.F., C.O.L. and Order:     (7)
Judicial Opinion:                  (6) at CR P755/L32 (1), CR P759/20-27 (4); 
                                                   and CR P761/last line (1).
Apparently, the use of the prejudicial term,“original” stone in the Hearing did have an 
affect upon the Board’s findings, going from four instance in the Complaint to seven instances in 
the Order and six in the Opinion.  It is interesting that in the hearing the Expert Witness did not 
use the term until the Prosecutor has used it three times.  The use of the term injected the 
prosecution’s, and the adjudicator’s, opinion and bias, a prejudicial error.
Most importantly is the effect which the prejudicial term had at appeal.  Without requiring 
legal confirmation, At CR P759/L23-25 his Honor stated: “The Board expert asserted that 
Erickson should have followed the BLM Manual and the standard of care and honored the 
original stone monument.”  Then his Honor gave reference to the following at Tr P40/P151:
Q. (Naylor) So in what way did Mr. Erickson violate Section 5-29 of the BLM Manual?
A.  (Elle)     By not accepting the original stone that Carl Edwards found for the southwest 
corner of Section 24.
Erickson:  I would object (that) both the question and the answer are prejudicial, calling it 
the "original stone".  This is a fact that is under litigation right now in district court.  And 
the district court will decide which corner is original or not.  It's prejudicial to have these 
gentlemen talking about the original stone, when it hasn't been established that it is.  I 
would properly use the word "alleged” original stone.
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The Order impeached itself at AR P226/L14-17:
"Put another way, it is clear that Mr. Erickson rejected a monument.  It appears he did so 
as a matter of opinion.  As long as the manual and circular were taken into consideration, 
it cannot be said that the opinion is ipso facto a violation."
   
They should not have been dogmatical where the sense was doubtful”.  
“Whilst some men are impudent enough to pretend, others are silly enough to believe.”  
So says Adam Woolever in his well-regarded Treasury of Wisdom, published in 1891. 
It is clear that the prejudicial term, “original stone”, accompanied by generous credulity (Tr
P92/P266; Tr P99/P294/L9-17), had a cumulative effect and due process was affected.
6.  As an empty suit, was the Acting Chairman in violation of the following rules 
and did his behavior, or lack of it, abuse process?
Out of the 66 decisions/determinations made by the Acting Chairman, 40 were made 
with input from the Board’s Counsel, which is an acceptable practice.  However, there were 21 
instances of the Acting Chairman tolerating the Board’s Counsel usurping his position in 
making decisions/determinations entirely on his own.  Most of the 21 instances happened on 
the third day.  In fact, the Acting Chairman pretty much turned the third day over to Counsel.  
The most significant abrogation of duty are these:
Tr P147/P375/L17-19:                Counsel controls the hearing.
Tr P153/P403/L2-P405/L9:        Counsel speaking in, to, and for the court without having 
                                                    standing or being sworn in.
Tr P155/P408/l7-P411/L5:         Counsel explaining the law and controlling the meeting.
Tr P158/P419/L7-25 and P422/L4-5: Counsel blocks the use of the deposition for context.
Tr P159/P424/L16-P425/L5:      Counsel controls the hearing.
Tr P161/P433/L6-P434/L14:      Counsel controls the hearing.
Idaho Code of Judicial Conduct, Rule 2.5:  (A):  "A judge shall perform judicial and 
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judicial duties requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness, and preparation 
reasonably necessary to perform a judge's responsibilities of judicial office."
Rule 2.6(A):  "A judge shall accord to every person who has an interest in a 
proceeding...the right to be heard according to law”..Comment [2]:  "...Among the factors 
that a judge should consider...are (1) whether the parties or their counsel are relatively 
sophisticated in legal matters, (5) whether any parties are unrepresented by counsel...”
Rule 2.9(A)(3):  "A judge may consult with court staff and court officials...provided the 
judge...does not abrogate the responsibility personally to decide the matter."
The Acting Chairman showed incompetence and in this he violated rule 2.5.  In allowing Mr. 
Kane to monopolize 80% of the adjudicatory functions on the third day, the Chairman violated 
rule 2.9.  The Chairman violated Rule 2.6(A) when he failed to insure that Erickson’s side would 
be heard.  The errors were prejudicial and cumulative. Did they constitute denial of due process?
7.  Fiduciary Agent Acting as Adjudicator:
During the third day of hearing (TR P146/P373-434) Michael Kane assumed and monopolized 
the role of the adjudicator.  At page 396, Mr. Kane, in evaluation of Erickson’s medical crisis, 
introduced evidence from outside the Hearing’s record without being sworn in, all the while 
mouthing his dissatisfaction and bias against Mr. Erickson. Was Kane the prosecution, the 
adjudicator, or the Board’s counsel?  
Tr P152/P395/L12 - P396/L10:  Kane:  "I know the record is replete with examples of him 
(Erickson) seeking to delay these proceedings, stop them through other judicial means, 
refuse to cooperate, refuse to comply with Board orders.  
State v. White, 551 P.2d 1344, 1348, 1348, 1351 - Idaho: Supreme Court 1976:  "...the 
statement constituted expression of opinion about the evidence in the presence of the jury.  
When, as here, a statement reflects the court's opinion as to the evidence in a clear and 
unambiguous manner, and when it relates to a critical issue in the case, then that statement
constitutes prejudicial error...1351 The effect of all of the errors which occurred was that 
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The medical crisis became a critical issue when the Board continued the hearing without  
Erickson’s defense.  [Also see P10/L4-13; P47-49 and ATTACHMENT “I” of this brief]
See State v. Sheahan, 77 P. 3d 956, 969 - Idaho: Supreme Court 2003:  
969 "Prosecutorial misconduct rises to the level of fundamental error if it is 'calculated 
to inflame the minds of jurors and arose passion or prejudice against the defendant, or 
is so inflammatory that the jurors may be influenced to determine quilt on factors 
outside the evidence. " 
(What is it called when the de facto adjudicator inflames minds and the record?)
8.  Without being sworn in, was it an abuse of due process when the Staff & Board’s 
Counsels gave testimony?  (Tr P148/P382L9 – P383/L5; Tr P152/P395/L12 - P396/L10)   
9.  Failure to Disclose the John Russell Investigation Report.
We know that John Russell would propose solutions different from those advanced by the 
Board in its Complaint and Order.  This can be seen in an e-mail from John Russell dated June 9th,
2015, see ATTACHMENT “H”, which reads in part:  
"I think the only resolution to the ongoing allegations is for a judge to sort it all out, and to
decide where the Walkers version of the SW corner Sec. 24 falls.’’  
Walker had two versions, is the Edwards stone out entirely?  This is significant because, if the 
Board ignored the findings of its Investigator, such would be an indication of potential bias and 
the investigation report becomes necessary to Erickson’s appeal and to the Appellate’s review.  
John Russell’s alternative views are also expressed in the US Observer, May 15th, 2015 
Edition, page 11 we read this of the investigation ( http://www.usobserver.com/ed-
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"When I (Ed Snook - Editor) questioned Surveyor John Russell, he informed me that the 
Board had hired him and that this case was different than most.  Russell stated that he 
wrote his report for the Board's Executive Director Keith Simila and that he was asked to 
write his opinion as opposed to his factual finding.  Russell said that historically, the Board
wants facts.  I would publicly ask  Simila; why is this case different, and who have you 
been 'Dealing with'?  Opinions suggest that decisions are politically motivated."
A similar situation was addressed in Pearl v. BPD of Idaho State BD of Medicine, 44 P. 3d 1162, 
1167 - Idaho: Supreme Court 2002:  
"Where the agency's findings disagree with those of the hearing panel, this Court will 
scrutinize the agency's findings more critically.".  
Obviously the John Russell Investigation report is necessary to both Erickson and the up-line 
courts and it was prejudicial error to exclude it from discovery.
10.  Did the Board unlawfully hide exculpatory evidence?
During trial preparation Erickson delivered three discovery requests to the Board.
A.  Copy of Board Rules – AR P361 - February 5, 2016; 
B.  Copy of Board Communications concerning the case – see AR P185 and 
      ATTACHMENT “D” -  June 8th, 2015.
C.  Copy of the Investigation Reports – Ex 26g.1 - May 24, 2015.
Until August 26th, 2017 at CR P1026/L3-10, Erickson never received a peep from the 
Board on these discovery requests, though he reminded them of their duty at AR P158/L14-15;
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 Because of the above, it is now known that the investigator’s opinion differed from that 
presented by the Board at the hearing. Therefore it is fair to ask, “Did the board hide 
exculpatory evidence by failing to respond”?  
Concerning discovery request “C”., I.R.C.P. 26.b.4.D reads:  
"Ordinarily, a party may not...discover facts known or opinions held by an expert who 
has been retained...by another party in anticipation of litigation or to prepare for trial 
and who is not expected to be called as a witness at trial.  But a party may do so only 
(ii.) on showing exceptional circumstances under which it is impracticable for the party 
to obtain facts or opinions on the same subject by other means.  "    (underline added)
I.R.C.P. 26.b.5.A continues with:  
“When a party withholds information otherwise discoverable by claiming that the 
information is privileged or subject to protection as trial-preparation material, the party
must (i.) expressly make the claim; and (ii.) describe the nature of the documents, 
communications...not produced or disclosed, and do so in a manner that, without 
revealing information itself privileged or protected, will enable other parties to assess 
the claim.” (underline added)
Is the Board’s non-response on discovery requests a violation I.R.C.P. 26.b.5.A and thus 
a denial of due process?  
Rather than hiding it, was the Board, with its fleet of lawyers, obligated by Idaho Code 
of Judicial Conduct 2.2[4] to explain the discovery process to pro se Erickson?  
As a threshold issue, having furnished dozens of exhibits and participated in 
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Additionally, was it a violation of due process when the Board failed to deliver 
Erickson a copy of the third Jeff Lucas Declaration (CR P671-676)?  This declaration 
thoroughly discredited the central issue, the Edwards stone (AR P236).  [P39/L23-24]
11.  Did the Board Obstruct Discovery by tampering with witnesses?  On March 31, 
2017, surveyor Steve Wellington composed a verified statement attached as ATTACHMENT “C”.
This pleading was filed by Mr. Wellington with the Board concerning Docket No. FY 16.03.  This
statement sets forth that sometime two years prior to this date:
"Further during this time as alleged, Staff represented to the Respondent Counter Claimant 
that if he did not testify in another pending disciplinary matter before the Board, it would be 
considered that no action would be sought against him by the Board or Staff."
In the past Wellington declined Erickson’s request to collaborate, however, now that the Board 
has changed its mind and is disciplining Wellington, Wellington is now willing to make himself 
available in Erickson’s defense.  
Suppression of evidence can also be seen at Tr P150/P388/L6-12 and AR P174.  
Was the Board’s obstruction of discovery a foundational due process error?  
12.  Is a formal discovery request required to effect discovery?
At his Amended Judicial Review Opinion at CR P278/L4-6 the Honorable FitzMurice stated:  
"...Erickson does allege that the Board did not respond to discovery requests.  The pages 
he refers to in the record in support of his claim show emails asking for information, not 
filed, formal requests.  R. 184, 185".
This was repeated by the Board at CR P1026/L8-10.  
Erickson would respectfully correct his Honor by referring to ATTACHMENT “D” 
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Erickson rebuts the Board and District Court by pointing out that at Board hearings, 
informality is allowed and practiced.  IDAPA 04.11.01.052 states:  
"...Unless required by statute, the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and the Idaho Rules of
Evidence do not apply to contested case proceedings conducted before the agency." 
 
Indeed, when the Board requested discovery from Erickson it was by an informal letter (Ex 
3.1), and when the Board erroneously perceived that they had been slighted, the Board 
included the supposed non-conformance as grounds for further discipline (AR P4/Item #3).  
IDAPA 04.11.01.100:  "...Unless prohibited by statute, an agency may provide that 
informal proceedings may proceed formal proceedings in the consideration of...a contested
case."
Did the Board’s actions effectively implement the Board’s option of informality?  
Erickson believes it did, and, by not responding at all of Erickson’s discovery requests, the 
Board is guilty of obstructing legitimate discovery.  Was this a denial of due process?
Is the requirement of obtaining a court order, before a request for discovery of 
exculpatory evidence is effected, equivalent to requiring a license for a Constitutional right? 
J. Smith v. State, 203 P.3d 1221, 1238-1239 - Idaho: Supreme Court 2009:  "..a 
'Kafkaesque’ chain of secrecy is not...congenial to truth-seeking and self-righteousness 
gives too slender an assurance of rightness…"
13.  Medical Crisis, Irregularity, and Denial of Due Process. [Also see P10/L4-13; P47-
49 and ATTACHMENT “I” of this brief]  At CR P278/2nd paragraph the Honorable FitzMurice 
acknowledged that there were irregularities at the hearing concerning Erickson’s medical crisis 
but attributes all of the blame to Erickson, stating
“The Court would agree that his choice to leave on the third day of the hearing, before he 
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by Erickson's action, not by anything the Board did...(In the transcript) (t)here is no 
elaboration as to what the crisis was nor does he present any confirmation of the crisis 
from a medical provider...The record does not show to the satisfaction of the Court that 
Erickson's inability to continue the hearing was for a medical reason. (see CR P278/2nd 
paragraph).
At AR P218/L9 Chairman Murgel impeached the District Court opinion when he stated: 
"Respondent then claimed that he was not healthy enough to proceed."  Mr. Murgel was probably 
speaking to the time when the hearing was off the record at Tr P151/P391/L6 when a considerable
discussion was had of the medical issue, including Mr. Kane throwing up his arms and 
exclaiming, “I don’t know what to do?”
After many false starts, Erickson’s medical crisis was finally diagnosed by a fleet of doctors
in Tucson, Az on Dec. 30th, 2017 when a similar event occurred.  On a chronic level Erickson 
experiences deep-vein thrombosis (D.V.T.) and pulmonary embolism (P.E.), a life threatening 
condition, then and now. The medical reports addressed the difficulty of a P.E. diagnosis, the 
downgrade of Erickson’s condition to “chronic” and the high probability that Erickson was 
experiencing P.E. during the June 2016 Hearing.  See the Medical Affidavit contained in 
Erickson’s January 22, 2018 Motion and Affidavit for Time Extension and ATTACHMENT “I”.
Second guessing Erickson’s symptoms and self-diagnosis on the third day of the hearing 
was not the Board’s prerogative, neither was it the District Court’s.  I.R.E. 803(3) establishes that,
as an exception to the Hearsay rule, a person’s statement of medical condition and symptoms is 
acceptable and admissible evidence.  More on this can be found at AR P209/L14-15.
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record in an action, the court must stay the action from further proceedings.”    Out of necessity 
and choice, Erickson was his own attorney.
Further, I.R.C.P. 35(a)(1) spells out how the Board might have challenged Erickson’s claim 
to a medical crisis:
"The court where the action is pending may order a party whose...physical condition...is in 
controversy to submit to a physical...examination by a suitably certified examiner, licensed 
physician…"  
The proper procedure for the Board in handling Erickson’s medical crisis was a Notice of 
Default, as spelled out in IDAPA 04.11.01.700.  Contrarily, the Board continued with the hearing 
after Erickson’s medical crisis.  In this instance Erickson requests the Appellate Court to take the 
course of I.D.A.P.A. 67-5276(1)(b), allowing, due to irregularities, the Appellate Court to regard 
additional evidence that was not presented at the hearing.
Was continuing the Hearing without acting on the motion for continuance an 
irregularity, a prejudicial error and/or denial of due process?  [P10/L12-13]
 Continuing the hearing during Erickson’s medical crisis without the presence of Erickson’s
counsel of choice was a studied effort to effect a predetermined outcome.  Was this a denial of the 
right to counsel of choice?  A denial of the right to be present.?  A denial of a fair trial?  And a 
denial of the right to present evidence and be heard?  As such was it a violation of the US 5th & 
14th Amendment and Idaho’s Article 1, Section 13?  Did the Acting Chairman commit error, see 
I.D.A.P.A. 67-5242(3)(a & b)?  See Long v. Gill at P37/L4-8.  Was it a violation of 
Idaho Code of Judicial Conduct 2.5[4]:  "In disposing of matters promptly and efficiently, a
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14. Improper use of Deposition:  After Erickson’s exit from the hearing, the Board 
selectively rummaged through Erickson’s deposition transcript (Tr P158/P419-422; C.R. 
P.754/L.14-15).  Contrary to I.R.C.P. 30(f)(4)(A), the Board’s Counsel took it upon himself to 
block the Board members’ attempt to view the context.  
I.R.C.P. 32(a)(6):“If a party offers in evidence only part of a deposition, an adverse party 
may require the offeror to introduce other parts that in fairness should be considered with 
the part introduced, and any party may itself introduce any other parts.”  
Obviously Erickson was injured when the Board proceeded without Erickson there to look out for
his own interests, and proceeded against Board members’ requests (Tr P158/P419/L13-25 & 
P422/L1-18).  Was this an irregularity [P10/L14-17]?  Was this a reversible, prejudicial error?
15.  In precluding cross-examination, was it a reversible due process error to continue the
hearing without Erickson there?
Oshodi v. Holder, 729 F. 3d 883, 905 - Court of Appeals, 9th Circuit 2013:  "...Most people 
can tell a convincing tale under friendly questioning by their own lawyers, but surviving a 
stringent cross-examination is what REALLY matters in establishing credibility"  (emphasis
in original)
Greene v. McElroy, 360 US 474, 492, 508 - Supreme Court 1959: "Petitioner contends that
the action...has denied him liberty and property without due process of law in 
contravention of the Fifth Amendment.  The alleged property is petitioner's employment; 
the alleged liberty is petitioner's freedom to practice his chosen profession. 508. We decide 
only that in the absence of explicit authorization from either the President or Congress the 
respondents were not empowered to deprive petitioner of his job in a proceeding in which 
he was not afforded the safeguards of confrontation and cross-examination."
I.D.A.P.A. 67-5242(3):  "At the hearing, the presiding officer (a) Shall regulate the course 
of the proceedings to assure that there is a full disclosure of all relevant facts and issues, 
including such cross-examination as may be necessary.  (b) Shall afford all parties the 
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16.  Unjustified Denials Of Continuance
a.  The February 9th, 2016 motion for continuance:  For the motion for continuance 
see AR P79-82.  At AR P92-94, the hearing schedule was set on February 11, 2016, two days 
AFTER Erickson’s electronic motion for continuance.  This continuance was first prompted by 
another complaint, this one by Allan Scott.  The 26 days involved in responding to the Scott 
complaint (CR P935-1002) made it impossible for Erickson to meet the FY 11.11 preliminary 
hearing deadlines.  The denial here had a domino effect, necessitating the subsequent motions.
b.  The June 20th, 2016 oral motion for continuance (Tr P6/P16/L19-P22/L10) was 
requested because there was only eight days from the District Court’s Interlocutory decision to the
Board Hearing.  
c.  The June 22nd, 2016 oral motion at W1/4 of Section 25 (Tr P148/P379/L21-P388/L12)
for continuance to allow for investigation of an inserted charge and new standard for not utilizing 
an original stone at the west ¼ corner of Section 25.  The stone was found four years after 
Erickson’s survey was completed.  Proof of the insertion and newness of the discovery is the fact 
that the West ¼ corner of Section 25 is not mentioned in the Complaint.  
Additionally, Erickson was being charged with violating an innovated standard of care 
requiring the utilization of a closing line to analyze the line closed upon.  This new standard was 
introduced by the Chairman/Investigator cum Expert Witness at the hearing and was contrary to 
the long accepted standard at §7-47 of the 2009 BLM Manual of Surveying Instructions:  
"A closing corner established without a retracement of the line closed upon ordinarily is 
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A careful reading of the 1897 Field Notes (Ex 9c.2 P370/L13-14) reveals that the GLO 
surveyor did not state that he retraced the line closed upon, the south line of Section 23, therefore 
the closing line should not in this instance be used to restore the line closed upon. At the Hearing,
Erickson objected to the expert’s insertion of a new rule contrary to the BLM Manual, but the 
Board and its “expert” were unwilling or unable to comprehend (Tr P12/P40/L7-24).   See 
“Standard of Care” and “Credibility” [P53-55].
It should be noted that in the hearing the De facto Adjudicator indicated that a continuance
was unnecessary because the West ¼ argument would not be used (Tr P149/P386/L20-P387/L2), 
however, the inserted evidence and new standard were heavily used in the central issue [P22/L21-
23; P39/L23-24] as a basis for discipline in the Board’s Order, see AR P238/L17-P239/L6. 
When Erickson asked for a continuance to allow for discovery and briefing on this point, 
several offers and counter-offers were made but the motion was never ruled upon (Tr P147/P379-
P397).  Was continuing the hearing, without ruling upon the motion for continuance, a prejudicial 
error?   An irregularity?
d.  Medical crisis continuance:  This continuance was requested orally (Tr 
P150/P388/L18) on the third day of the hearing, upon which request the Board did not respond 
except to continue the hearing.  Also moved at AR P186-192 and denied at AR P223-230.  An 
excellent comment on these events can be read at AR P208-209.  [P10/L4-13; P47-49]
e.  Cumulative Effect:  Did the cumulative effect of these denials of reasonable 
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and the denial of a fair trial?   See State v. Phillips, 156 P. ed 582, 588-590 - Idaho: Court of 
Appeals 2007. 
Idaho Code of Judicial Conduct 2.5[4]:  "In disposing of matters promptly and efficiently, a
judge must demonstrate due regard for the rights of parties to be heard…"
Lambert v. Northwestern Nat. Ins. Co., 769 P. 2d 1152, 1156 - Idaho: Court of Appeals 
1989:  "...denial of a reasonable continuance...(was a) prejudicial error."
17.  Standard of Care:
At the Amended Judicial Review Opinion the Honorable FitzMurice stated of the remaining six
charges A, B, C, D, E & G: 
CR P760/L4-5:“In accordance with the standard of review, the Court finds that there is 
substantial evidence in the record to support the Board's findings.” 
For instance at CR P761/last paragraph the Court found: 
"There is substantial evidence in the record as a whole that Erickson violated various 
statutory surveying requirements and that he violated the standard of care for surveyors 
by omitting reference to Grangeville Highway District property on the Record of Survey,
by accusing the neighbors of capitalizing on an erroneous survey to encroach on the 
neighbor's land, and by rejecting an original monument."  
In most cases the “substantial evidence” that does exist is solely the Board’s Expert 
Witness’ statements that Erickson violated the standard of care.   See “Credibility” [P54-55].  
This is contrary to IDAPA 10.01.02.005.02 and contrary to the Witness’ own testimony at Tr 
P32/P121/L1-5, "The standard of care is what another professional practicing in that area, in 
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18.  Credibility of the Expert Witness:  At TR P11/P37/L8-18 the Board’s Expert Witness, 
Engineer John Elle, asserted that he is a part-time surveyor.  The following demonstrate the 
lack of knowledge of that “expert”, his lack of candor under oath and/or acts of retaliation:
Tr P68/P171/L14-22:  Q. (Erickson) And in your 50 days of research, could you have found
out who owned that field, or who possessed it:
A. (Elle)  I suppose.
Q. "...should you have (realized) that there is a question on Ms. Hoiland's claim, when you 
were standing out in someone else's field?
A.  I don't think so.  
Tr P75/P198/L17-19:  Q. (Erickson)  "Is there anything (in the title block) that would 
indicate that Mr. Erickson is trying to determine ownership?  
A. (Elle) "I don't---"
Tr P75/P199/L18-21:  Q.  "Is there any place on the drawing that does in fact state what 
the purpose (is)?"
A.  "I don't know.  I don't know how to answer that question." 
Tr P94/P275/L22 – P276/L3:  Q.  (Erickson)  And would Ms. Hoiland benefit from her 
testimony?
A.  (Elle)  In what way would she benefit?
Q  Would she gain land that is now possessed by the Walkers from her testimony?
A.  You, know, I don't know who is possessing what out there.
AR P103/P312/L2--9:  Q. (Board Member George Wagner) ...And do you...know if that 
litigation has to do with Mr. Erickson's work, or is it -
A.  (Elle)  I don't know for sure if it has to do with Mr. Erickson's work.
Q.  (Wagner) You don't know what's going on?
The survey plats of five local surveyors (Ex 1.2, Ex 3.7, Ex 13.2, R.O.S. #S-3341 
[ATTACHMENT “J”] and R.O.S. #S-3355 [ATTACHMENT “K”]) have all rejected each of 
the five Edwards monuments, the same as Erickson, with the exception of one surveyor at one 
of the corners, the SW corner of Section 24.  That equals twenty four± agreements with 
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to discipline Erickson for violating the Standard of Care, even though at Tr P32/P121/L1-5 the 
Expert Witness had agreed that, "The standard of care is what another professional practicing 
in that area, in the same circumstances would do."  For sure this “expert” is one confused 
Engineer.  Confused by his bias.  At (Tr P92/P268/L6-8) the Expert referred to the hold-out, 
Hunter Edwards, as “our surveyor”.  
The Expert Witness might profit from a journey down Sesame Street:
One of these things is not like the others,
       One of these things doesn’t belong,
Can you tell which thing is not like the other,
       By the time I finish this song.
Most of the charges against Erickson originate from the Expert Witness’ statements that 
Erickson violated the standard of care, but we have seen that the expert’s ability to make 
comparisons leaves much to be desired.  Besides being a confused Engineer, the “Expert” is 
not a local surveyor, is not an experienced Land Boundary Surveyor, and thus cannot establish 
the standard of care for Grangeville Idaho.  Thanks goodness its a long way to Pocatello.
Erickson appeals these findings upon the basis that the substantial evidence relied upon by
the Board doesn’t exist.  In most cases the shadow of evidence that does exist is solely the 
Board’s Expert Witness’ erroneous statements that Erickson violated the standard of care in 
contravention of the local practice.  Erickson herewith enters an Ater v. Idaho Bureau defense in 
each case:  
Ater v. Idaho Bureau of Occ. Licenses, 160 P. 3d 438, 442 - Idaho: Supreme Court 2007 
reads: "If a licensing board chooses to insert its own knowledge and expertise for that of
a clearly defined standard, as happened here, we cannot find that the Board considered 
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19.  Deliberate Decision not to acquire knowledge of the Falsity of the charges.  Because of 
the following, a reasonable person could conclude that the Board made a deliberate decision not 
to acquire knowledge of facts that might confirm the falsity of the charges against Erickson (see 
Wiemer v. Rankin, 790 P. 2d 347, 358 - Idaho: Supreme Court 1990):  
1.  Ex 21.1 shows that only the Hoiland/Edwards team accompanied the prosecution’s one 
and only field trip.
2.  The Board denied Erickson’s motion to dismiss (AR P61-67) without considering the 
merits (AR P73-75);
3.  Without consulting Erickson, the Board (I.R.C.P. 16(c)(1)) canceled the preliminary 
hearing (C.R. P.753/L.31) where evidence could have been discovered that might have 
streamlined or dismissed some of the charges, (IDAPA 04.11.01.510). ( Was this unlawful because
Erickson had a property right in the proceedings?  [P10/L15-17])
5.  The Board denied six justified requests for continuance, ensuring that Erickson would 
have an ineffective defense.
6.  Jeff Lucas’ pertinent and definitive third Declaration was introduced to the Board by 
Erickson at TR P150/P388-390, during which presentation Erickson had his medical crisis and 
had to leave.  The Board showed a woeful lack of curiosity as to what was contained in Lucas’ 
Declaration, or if they already had it, failed to disclose exculpatory evidence.  CR P671-676.
20.  The Board’s F.O.F., C.O.L. and Order are unlawful (AR P247/L1-5; P265/L1-15).  
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K . Miscellaneous Findings at District Court & Appeals Thereof:  All indexed to the District 
Courts Substituted Judicial Review Opinion (CR P752-765):  
1.  Did the District Court Err in finding that there was substantial evidence in the record to
support all of the Board's findings (CR P760/L3-4 and P762/L15-16)?  Addressed at P15-29;
2.  Did the District Court Err in finding that the Board did not act unlawfully (CR 
P761/L22-24)?  Addressed herein at P32/L26 – P33/L8; P34/L8-19; P44/L15 – P45/L20; 
P56/L19-21 and P10/L15-17.
3.  Did the District Court Err in finding that Erickson violated the standard of care and 
various other statutory requirements (CR P761/L25-30)?  See the interplay of substantial 
evidence/standard of care/credibility of expert witness [page 53-55]. 
4.  In finding "...the Board did not exercise reasoned and professional judgment based 
upon the record before it" at CR P764/L10-13, did the District Court then fail to uncover the full 
extent of the lack of reason and the presence of bias?
5.  Did the District Court Err in Remanding the Case to the Board for re-sentencing 
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V.  CONCLUSION:  
As an officer of the Board, the Complainant is a member of a closed society that receives 
no judicial guidance or oversight from anyone, and obviously from the quality of their documents 
and the quality of the Hearing, expected no one to challenge or review their work.  In such a 
society, group think, cyclic reasoning and narcissism often bear sway, and such is the case here.
Considering that the author of the complaint used the kitchen sink (Tr P153/P402/L14-17) 
to put the Complaint together, we should not be surprised at the length and complexity of 
Erickson’s defense, or that Erickson seeks and expects to find full vindication.   Erickson has been
pointing out these conditions ever since his Answer (AR R36-58), but the Board has chosen at 
every step of the way not to be informed of the falsity of their charges.  Here we see little 
difference between the prosecution and the adjudicators.
What is surprising is that at District Court his Honor in effect overturned four of the six 
points that remained for appeal, but at the end, except for the weight of the penalties, rubber-
stamped “APPROVED” on all six of the Board’s findings. Even item “E”, which his Honor had 
most thoroughly gutted (see CR P759/L11-20). 
VI.  PRAYER FOR RELIEF
Erickson apologizes that the length and complexity of his brief matches that of the Complaint, but
prays for relief from the Appellate Court in the form of: 1.  Reverse and render for infringement 
on Freedom of the Press,  2.  Reversal and render for denial of due process, 3.  Reversal on each 
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State of Idaho    )
                      ss.)
County of Idaho)
Chad R. Erickson, being sworn, deposes and says under penalty of perjury:  That the party is the
appellant in the above-entitled appeal and that all statements in this notice of appeal are true and correct
to the best of his knowledge and belief  
                                                                                           _________________________
                                                                                           Signature of Appellant      
                                                 Subscribed and Sworn to before me this 20th, day of March,  2018.
                                                                    ___________________________________
                                                                    NOTARY PUBLIC
                                                                    Residing in Woodland Idaho
                                                                    My Commission Expires May 25th, 2023
Mr. Keith Simila, P.E.                        
Executive Director
Idaho Board of Licensure of Professional
Engineers and Professional Land Surveyors
1510 E. Watertower Street, Suite 110
Meridian, ID 83642
Michael J. Kane
Michael Kane & Associates, PLLC














 The undersigned, a resident of Idaho County in the State of Idaho, hereby certifies that on the 20th day
of March, 2018, he caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be served upon the
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o, not the kind that fills our news nowadays. The kind I believe 
surveyors should be preparing. In this issue, Carl Clinton, a former 
county surveyor in Oregon, makes an eloquent case for why we should 
be leaving a written record of our surveys.
Like Carl, I have long felt that narratives should be a requirement of almost any 
survey. As with survey recording laws, these devices serve to document our footsteps, 
thereby reducing the amount of, and explaining past work for future work on the 
same parcel. My first license was in Texas, and we routinely wrote what we called a 
Surveyors Report. This was used by both the clients and the attorneys interested in 
the boundary. Fortunately, the consumers of surveys in Texas had come to under-
stand that each surveyor was likely to come up with slightly different answers, and 
that as long as these answers did not vary greatly from the previous deed, everything 
was good. If large differences occurred, the Surveyor Report explained them.
So, imagine my surprise when I stepped across the Red River into Oklahoma and 
entered Opposite World. One of the first surveys I did in Oklahoma City was reviewed 
by American Land Title (which had offices in both Texas and Oklahoma) and the lady 
rejected my survey because the bearings and distances did not exactly match the 
deed. I tried to explain that, to avoid setting multiple corners, I was simply reporting 
what I had found. The title company forced me to show the deed information on my 
plat, but allowed me to put what I had found in smaller, subservient text. When I 
explained to the title company minion that their own company across the river took a 
different view, I was met with a deer-in-the-headlight response.
In one instance, my experience in Oklahoma grew worse. The attorney for one of 
our clients must have missed class when they covered How Surveying Works. This 
fool looked me in the eye and insisted that if the GLO plat called for a mile to be 
5,280 feet, then by golly, that’s what it is. Assuming he just needed a little education, 
I patiently tried to explain how existing—and relied-upon—corners took precedence 
over the measurements on the plat. He refused to entertain this notion, so thinking 
the explanation skills of a newly-licensed surveyor were insufficient, I brought in not 
one but two of my older, much-wiser mentors. All to no avail. Long story short, we lost 
the client because he preferred to rely on the “advice of counsel.” I’m sure the readers 
of the magazine could share similar horror stories.
Please don’t misunderstand. Most of the title attorneys I worked with over the years 
were sharp, knowledgeable folks who had a grasp of what we do. And in fact—and 
also because ALTA surveys are so lucrative—the ones who valued what surveyors 
bring to the table were a joy to work with. But as Joel Leininger has said, law schools 
have stopped emphasizing the aspects of real property law that are so central to 
boundary surveying. Joel claims even some judges are deficient in the knowledge they 
are expected to possess. Now that’s a scary prospect.
Other than Oregon, I’m not sure if other states have a narrative requirement. Survey 
plat recording laws exist in many states. But for those that don’t, oftentimes when the 
subject of survey recording came up, it was met with opposition by surveyors who 
considered their work to be proprietary. That and the fact that they just don’t want to 
share their work. It seems to me that if we are truly interested in leaving footsteps that 
can be followed, we shouldn’t mind leaving a written record to that effect. ◾
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Photograph of the Edwards Stone near the SW corner of 
Section 24, T30N, R3E, B.M.
April 1st, 2010, by Chad & Linda Erickson
ATTACHMENT  "C"
Yellow Highlights Added
....._ ___________ -r---____.! Idaho Board of 
PProfesslonal Engineers and rofesslonal Lanci Suiveyors Susan Lynn Mimura 
V. Renee-Karel 
Jill Baker Musser 
F. Patrick Walker 
Terry K. Martin 
SUSAN LYNN MIMURA & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
Attorneys at Law 
3451 E. Copper Point Drive, Suite 106 
Meridian, Idaho 83642 
Telephone: (208) 286-3140 
Facsimile: (208) 286-3135 
Idaho State Bar No. 3033, 9050, 4260, 9792, 3475 
Attorney(s) for the Respondent Counter Claimant 
MAR 3 1 2017 
BEFORE THE IDAHO BOARD OF LI CENSURE OF PROFESSIONAL 
ENGINEERS AND PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYORS 
IN THE MATTER OF 
STEVEN WELLINGTON, 
LICENSEE, P.L.S., 
LICENSE NO: L-7881, 
Respondent Counter Claimant. 
Docket No. FY 16.03 
FIRST AMENDED 
RESPONSE TO COMPLAINT 
AND COUNTER-CLAIM FOR 
DECLARATORY ORDER 
COMES NOW, the Respondent STEVEN WELLINGTON (hereinafter "Respondent"), 
License Number L-7881 (hereinafter "Respondent Counter Claimant"), in the above-entitled 
matter, duly sworn, by and through his attorneys of record, TERRY K. MARTIN and SUSAN 
LYNN MIMlJRA of the firm Susan Lynn Mimura & Associates, PLLC., and hereby responds to 
the Board of Licensure of Professional Engineers and Professional Surveyors (hereinafter "the 
RESPONSE TO COMPLAINT AND COUNTER-CLAThf FOR DECLARATORY 
ORDER -1-
In re: Steven Willington License No. L7881 
Docket No. FY 16.03 
outlining the position of Respondent Counter Claimant m responding to the Board's 
"investigation." 
40. As of the date of this Counter-Claim, the Board/Staffs "investigation" had been ongoing for 
two years, and the Board through its Staff is now challenging Respondent Counter 
Claimant's standard of care in undertaking the Records of Survey, along with alleging 
statutory violations in the Respondent Counter Claimant's preparation and filing of those 
Records of Survey. However, no formal Complaint was filed until after the Respondent 
Counterclaimant filed a Petition for Declaratory Order. 
41. On September 20, 2016, after nearly two years, the Board/Staff's counsel sent Respondent 
Counter Claimant's counsel a "Consent Order" for settlement. Respondent Counter 
Claimant, after a thorough review, rejected that proposed "Consent Order" and responded 
directly to each consideration raised in that Consent Order. After these responses, which 
included responses to specific factual inquiries, the Board still failed to file any formal 
Complaint against the Respondent Counter Claimant. This "investigation" went on for over 
two full years before the Board filed any Complaint against the Respondent Counter 
Claimant. Further during this time as alleged, Staff represented to the Respondent Counter 
Claimant that if he did not testify in another pending disciplinary matter before the Board, it 
would be considered that no action would be sought against him by the Board or Staff. 
42. During the process of the "investigation," and despite specific objections by Respondent 
C 
Counter Claimant, the Board and its Staff has wrongly attempted to apply another surveyor's 
methodology and findings to the Respondent Counter Claimant. This was done without 
consideration for the independent methodology and findings of the Respondent Counter 
RESPONSE TO COMPLAINT AND COUNTER-CLAIM FOR DECLARATORY 
ORDER -9-
In re: Steven Willington License No. L7881 
Docket No. FY 16.03 
VERIFICATION 
I Steven Wellington, the Respondent, Counter Claimant herein have read this Response 
to Complaint and Counter Claim and know the contents thereof and I certify that the same is true 
and correct, excepting those matters stated upon my infonnation and belief, and as to those 
matter, I believe them true. 
I certify under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the State of Idaho, that the 
foregoing is true and correct. 
~ -sTEEWELLING 
Respondent/Counterclaimant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 
OTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: 'bo 1'?e > .::C.. b 
My Commission Expires: l../ /zs Ii c. / Cf 
RESPONSE TO COMPLAINT AND COUNTER-CLAIM FOR DECLARATORY 
ORDER M 16M 
In re: Steven Willington License No. L 7881 
Docket No. FY 16.03 
ATTACHMENT  "D"
Yellow Highlights Added
To Kirtlan Naylor 
950 West Bannock St. 
Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
July 8, 2015 
-
SENDER. COMPLEfE IHIS SECTION 
• Compl to ltoms 1, 2, end a. 
• • Print your name and addre5$ on the reverae 
"" that we CS11 return the card to )IQU. 
• AIIEl<:ti lhi, cmd to the back of lh" me~pieci.,, 
or OJl the fJOnt If space permlta. 
COMP.LE IE 1H1S Sf'CTtON ON DEU11€RY 
: PS Fom1 3811. Afl(II 2015 P,SN 7430,0.2-000-~ Domestic Return Recetpi 
I opened an e-mail from you this day at 11 :21 PM July 8th. Google logged it in as "1 
hour ago". A copy of that e-mail is attached as Attachment 1. 
I received your e-mail because·! responded to a message that you left on my answering 
machine today, that you were upset because I had not responded to two emails that you 
had sent in the last two days. I found your e-mail address on your website and sent a 
response stating that I had not received any emails from you, but if you wished to send 
me something you could use my ericksonlandsurveys@gmail address. 
Your just-received email contains many issues that I need to address and I won1t be 
able to do this inside of the 18 hour notice that your email provides; to have it completed 
by July 9th. As you stated in your Order of time extension of June 10th of this year, "the 
issues in this matter are complex ... " I expect the same courteously from you in allowing 
me reasonable time to respond to your e-mail. The problem is exacerbated in that you 
have not recognized all of my previous responses. 
Something is wrong here and I believe that it is Yahoo mail. I switched tog-mail two 
years ago because Yahoo mail is so unreliable. I think that we better cease with the 
emails and telephone calls and complete this with registered mail. Please send me 
hard copies of all correspondence, both letters and e-mails, that you have generated 
and received concerning the Walker complaint, both to-from myself and to-from all other 
parties. Include in this all correspondence, both letters and e-mails, from-to the board 
concerning myself that have been generated in the last 12 months. You stated that you 
have not received all the attachments sent with my previous e-mails. I will assemble 
them and send you hard copies. This will take time. 
There are also problems showing a weakness or disregard to my rights of due process. 
1. I have never been given an outline of what your process is. For instance, will there 
ever be a hearing? 2. In sending me the $250.00 judgment, that you called an offer, 
and I refered to as a "shakedown", before I was even aware of the complaint, you have 
behaved more like an attorney for the complainant than as a disinterested board mindful 
of due process. 3. You did not recognize each of the responses that I sent to you. 
I am assembling an old style reading file with "In" correspondence on one side and "out" 
on ..... tl]p ~her and trying to make sense of this. 
~~
Chad Erickson 
2165 Woodland Road 
Kamiah, Idaho 83536 
ATTACHMENT  "E"
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Yellow Highlights AddedRussell Surveying, Inc. 
P.O. Box 945 - 702 W. Lakeside 
McCall, Idaho 83638 
(208) 634-7607 phone, 630-4737 cell 
jr _rsi@frontiernet.net 
Licensed In all the Westem States, U.S. Mineral Surveyor, Certlf"led Federal Surveyor, Valley County Surveyor 
Past Prasident ISPLS, M.S. Geography i(J2 
Chad Erickson PLS 7157 - Erickson Land Surveys 
2165 Woodland Road, Kamiah, ID 83536 
208-953-2376 phone, 928-575-5710 cell, chaderickson@yahoo.com 
December 31, 2014 
Re: Mt. Idaho Grade Road & Rocky Point Lane area, Sections 23 to 26, in T30N, R03E, BM, Idaho 
County, Idaho 
~I Jo11._~J_4::-053 ___________ . .. ___ . ---- - - -~- ~---~ ~----
REQUEST FOR INTERVIEW 
Hello: 
In September of 2014, the Executive Director, Keith Simila, of the Idaho Board of Registration 
for Professional Engineers and Professional Land Surveyors (Board) contacted me, and requested I 
perform an investigation and prepare a report for him, of the various surveyors and their actions, 
regar mg e o no s , g .... LULH"'-
Though I do practice a bit in Idaho County, and have adjoined and retraced some of the surveyors 
involved, I don't know any of you personally. 
I have been very busy since my first contact with the Board, working hard to complete our field 
surveys before winter, but did have time to visit the site twice in late October 2014. Also, I have in 
hand hard copies of all the relevant GLO plats & notes, Records of Survey and CP&Fs including the 
County Surveyors notes, plus all the communications to the Board from the various surveyors and land 
owners. 
I now have the time to complete my investigation, and to that end would like to interview you 
regarding this issue to determine the factual matters, as you see them. I would like to interview you in 
person if the distance to where you are residing isn't too far. We could do this over the phone as well. 
I believe you have the right to decline to be interviewed, and I can prepare my report regarding 
your actions merely from the public records, however then I won't have the benefit of your specific 
information to draw my conclusions. 
If you agree to be interviewed, please let me know an acceptable time and place as soon as 
possible. I can be reached by regular mail, e-mail, or on my cell phone, all listed above. I look forward 
to hearing from you. 
Sincerely, 
Servi,ng ra11eg·county and Ure Wutern U.S. for 36 11ears 
1,,, / "I 1 /,.,f\ 1 A 
n ,.. __ , _.c, 
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resurvey, although the field work may have been com-
pleted, if it is disapproved by the authorized admin-
istrative officer, the lands that were the subject of the 
resurvey are not classified as resurveyed.
9-42. The returns of a survey are prepared, approved, 
accepted, and filed in the appropriate BLM office on 
behalf of the Director, Bureau of Land Management. 
The survey only becomes official when it is officially 
filed on behalf of the Director by the appropriate Chief 
Cadastral Surveyor. Any necessary suspension or can-
cellation of a plat or survey shall be made by the same 
approving authority.
9-43. The legal significance of plat and field notes is 
set out in Alaska United Gold Mining Co. v. Cincinnati-
Alaska Mining Co., 45 Pub. Lands Dec. 330 (1916):
It has been repeatedly held by both State and 
Federal courts that plats and field notes referred 
to in patents may be resorted to for the purpose 
of determining the limits of the area that passed 
under such patents. In the case of Cragin v. 
Powell, 128 U.S. 691, 696 (1888), the Supreme 
Court said:
It is a well settled principle that when 
lands are granted according to an 
official plat of the survey of such lands, 
the plat itself, with all its notes, lines, 
descriptions and landmarks, becomes 
as much a part of the grant or deed by 
which they are conveyed, and controls 
so far as limits are concerned, as if such 
descriptive features were written out 
upon the face of the deed or the grant 
itself.
These legal principles apply to subsequent deeds of 
transfer related to the official plat.
9-44. Whether so stated in the conveyance document 
or not, the land description is understood to reference 
the latest appropriate official plat, generally, as of the 
date the right to the estate or interest vested. Every land 
description shall be in conformity with the referenced 
plat, i.e., the boundary lines of the subdivision, unit, 
lot, parcel, or tract being described shall be specifically 
delineated on that plat.
9-45. In cases where the lines are not designated as 
noted above, it shall be necessary to have a supplemen-
tal plat prepared, accepted, and filed before the convey-
ance document can be issued. This will often be the 
case for subdivision of lots, special survey parcels, or 
rights of way, for example.
9-46. The subdivisions are based upon and are defined 
by the monuments and other evidences of the controlling 
official survey. As long as these evidences are in exis-
tence, the record of the survey is an official exhibit and, 
presumably, correctly represents the actual field condi-
tions. If there are discrepancies, the record shall give way 
to the evidence of the corners in place. This principle is 
set out in Ogilvie v. Copeland, 145 Ill. 98 (1893):
The field-notes and plat are assumed to be 
correct, until the contrary is shown, and they 
are important evidence in ascertaining where 
monuments are located; but if the location of the 
monument is clearly shown by other evidence to 
be at a distance different than that given in the 
field-notes and plat, they must give way.
9-47. In the absence of evidence, the field notes and 
plat are the best means of identification of the survey 
and they will retain this purpose. In the event of a resur-
vey they provide the basis for the dependent method and 
the control for fixing the boundaries of alienated lands 
by the independent method. When the alienated lands 
and the remaining Federal interest lands have been 
resurveyed, the plat of the resurvey becomes in turn the 
exhibit of the true conditions on the ground.
Specimen Plats
9-48. The specimen plats are representations of a vari-
ety of plats produced over the last several years designed 
to indicate many typical features. An effort has been 
made to secure maximum clarity of the essential fea-
tures of the survey with a standardization of the letter-
ing that refers to section numbers, lot numbers, areas, 
and lengths and directions of lines, in suitable styles, all 
in conformity with relative importance. The style of let-
tering that has been selected is intended to combine the 
greatest possible simplicity of execution with minimum 
liability of loss of definition in reproduction.
The specimen plats show the basis for computing areas. 
The distances noted in parentheses are the regular and 
excess or deficiency in measurement portions of lines 
that constitute the boundaries of the quarter-quarter 
sections and other legal subdivisions.
9-49. Parenthetical distances are employed where the 
record is not supplied by the field notes; the lengths indi-
cate what was used in the calculation of areas. The same 
lengths are adopted proportionately in establishing 
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2/19/2018 Gmail - Re: US Obseerver
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=a210aae9ba&jsver=9CtlOcfiVYQ.en.&view=pt&cat=Survey-Board%2FBoard%20-%20Idaho%2FDorothy%2… 1/2
Chad Erickson <ericksonlandsurveys@gmail.com>
Re: US Obseerver 
1 message
jr_rsi@frontiernet.net <jr_rsi@frontiernet.net> Tue, Jun 9, 2015 at 7:19 AM
Reply-To: "jr_rsi@frontiernet.net" <jr_rsi@frontiernet.net>
To: Chad Erickson <ericksonlandsurveys@gmail.com>
Chad, I have not seen the US Observer article, but my friends in Whitebird told me about it
yesterday. Snooks? called about a month ago and was mildly threatening in his manner - sort of
like he was an attorney deposing me. Claimed he had seen my report, which hasn't been released
to anybody - whatever. I AM concerned if they have slandered me in that article...
The board has my report and after that I have not very much contact with them regarding their
actions. They've asked me for clarification a couple of times. I am finding this ongoing issue to be a
little tiresome, but probably no more so than you. 
I think the only resolution to the ongoing allegations is for a judge to sort it all out, and to decide
where the Walkers version of the SW corner Sec.24 falls.
I do know the Board is concerned about this issue, but their range of investigation is pretty narrow,
compared to what Dorothy Walker wanted.
I will tell you this that I found all of the subjects I interviewed to be very pleasant and cooperative.
Hot here today.
John Russell
On Sunday, June 7, 2015 9:55 AM, Chad Erickson <ericksonlandsurveys@gmail.com> wrote: 
Hello John,
I suppose that you have seen the US Observer from about June 1st.  I've sent a rebuttal to the
Lewiston Tribune and the Idaho Statesman, which I hope they print, possibly today.
In the rebuttal I did not address all of Mr. Snook's misstatements but thought that his comment
about recording my latest Survey Report should be addressed to you.  I did not tell Mr. Snook that
you instructed me to record the Survey Report, which of course you did not.
What I told him is that I sent the ASM School House article to you and that you had written thanks,
that it had answered some of your questions.  I inquired if I should record the article (as a Survey
Report) and you had written that that would be a good idea.  It is always a good idea to get
evidence into the record and that conversation moved me along in making that decision.  But you
did not "instruct" me to record the Survey Report, just one of Mr. Snook's many errors.





2165 WOODLAND RD 
IDAHO 
KAMIAH ID 835365205 
To Whom it May Concern: 
~ Banner Health. 
1141 S LA CANADA DR 
GREEN VALLEY, AZ 85614 
February 16, 2018 
The above mentioned is currently la1der my care. This patient was recently 
diagnosed with a pulmonary emboHsm. In reviewing the patients health history, 
symptoms, physical exam and the diagnostic CT that confirmed the presence of 
the pulmonary embolism it is apparent that this pulmonary embolism is chronic 
and has been present for quite some time. Pulmonary embolisms can go 
undetected for years but can continue to cause patient's significant symptoms. It 
is apparent that this patient's pulmonary embolism has been present for years 
without detection. This patient will continue to require treatment for his 
pulmonary embolism for the rest of his life due to the chronic nature of his 
condition. 
Please contact my office with any questions you may have. 
Sincerely, 
Hope Goodman, DNP, FNP-C 
Electronically Signed By:GOODMAN NP, HOPE ANN 
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FOUND BRASS CIIJ' 
FOUND .O.LUMINUM CAP 
SET 3-1/4" ALUMlNUM CAP 
ON A 5/8"x30" REBAR 
CALCULA TEO POSITION 
DATA Of' RECORD ANO 
PRE\'10US SURVEY REFERENCE 
CHAINS (1 CHAIN• 66') 
GOVERNMENT LANO OFFlCE 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
COR ER P£RPEl\JA TION FOR" 
RECOROER'S NUME!ER 
SECTION LlNE 
P. KETCHAM suavE'l'l:O LINf.- 2015 
E. SPEDDEN S1JRVEYE1J LINE -1909 
r.. EDVrAROS sc-RvtYEO LIN[-1996 
EXISTING ROAD COffERUr<E 
RIGHT-OF-WAY 
ENCE 
BASIS OF BEARINGS 
THE BEARrNGS FOR THIS SUR\>EY ARE DffilVfD FROM CPS OBSERVATIONS. 
S AN DARO STA TIC ANO REAL TIME KIN£MA TIC METHODS ',\ffi( USED. 
CERTIFICATE OF SURVEYOR 
I, STEVEN C. WEU.INGTON, 00 HER- Y GER FY THAT I AM A REGISTERED LANO 
SURVtYOR, LICOISED BY THE STATE: OF IOAHO. AND THAT THIS MAP HAS BfOJ 
PREPARED FROM AN ACTUAL SURVEY MADE ON THE GROUND UNDER MY DIR(CT 
SUPER"1SION, AND TI<AT IS MAP IS AN ACCL!RATE REPRESENTATION OF SAID 
SURVEY. AND IS IN CONFORMITY W1TH THE CORNER PERPETUATION ANO FILING 
ACT, STATE OF IDAHO COOE 55---1601 THROU GH 55-- 1612, AND TO THE IDAliD 
CODE RELA llNC TO SURVEYS. 
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RSCORD OF Sl,{RVSY 
THE WESTERLY PORTION OF 
SECTION 24, TOWNSHIP 30 NORTH, RANGE 3 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, 
GRAPHIC SCALE 
200 400 BOO 
SCALE: 1 h • 400' 
WEST 1(4 CORNER 
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P051TION!;!I, I ff'.LL TN/1\T A5 A."f'fll:.ACING 9UftVFl'ORMY DUTY 15 lO Ct:C!Dr 'Nl1!CM t)(l5ll~ ~\,lt.eNl oar 
~lttSCNT$ Tt1; M(J$T l"'~Yt.OCATtOlol OFTH~SOJilNlfSTCOAAtR.or5tcnON 24,...,~ fO 
5mi~ m .i..NO'THtR '-fONL.,.400 IPf !"HE GROUND. Tl1I: ~ BCING ttCLD ~c.h. t.fTOtAM 1,ittf ONL)' 
comEli! [O" " 1N,flWMEMT NO. ""''.!j:!;()94} e,i.sm ON A fOJij[I s1c,,.a: ( t el74 lt10\I~ ST~ HAv1~ 
fNOUGtl'Lt.'l~llNG EVIDfN"Cf TO ST~D ~ 11'5 C\l.t~~ Tt1C ~TCOttN~ll:.Cf ~D MCOON .2-1 
Nol) Poon:CT5 Tl1E BONo\l'rOC F.JGttTS c.f'll1C ""Altwtt5 IN" Mf'"Of'l.\lo,I 1t1C Tt10t.!f'5CN SfO'l!: W/6 Trf: ONLY 
5T0t«: 1'111'1.ACf, ueco A.ND ,i,ccrl"Tm e.YTl'll: ORJGINoftl PMCNTtre. G,IVC~ ""1C ~N AAD1ACF:.Of 
VEGfTI\TIOt,I IH THIS LOCATION tp,.K.,.I\. ROCJl:Y i'OINTI DI' 5MANNON" rtAO !ltl 11151"~1'11 THI:. AREA. I\ WVOOi!. 'J' 
INDMi;ut>LSWCU.Dtt,WC~IUZl:DIT,r~Lllc;!NGn'Cccu,.rn,~...-E' IN 19°',CO,.MY 
SUR'Jf'l"OR.~.G. 5P~DC("M ~rn, THC .wo,m, ~NDAAY a' ~~ 25 AAD OlJtR, TI1C ~ 51+..VIC 
GROUND Tl1AT 5t1ANNON rtJl4] ~\ot'VtP JU!,f A fEIN 'rtA.11:!, UJ!l.J~ ( f etJ,7-1 e::tei). 5f't'Di:ICN MAOC t(O 1.4::NTILlN 
IN tfl5 ~ NOTt& or Mt(:11~ 1'l.r( l)Trt!JI:. MDNUMfNT IN 111E VICINff'r" Of TH~ S0vi11i,1,'C!n GOR>mi: or 
5t:Gneti" 2.C ll"'Tl1CFU: HAD eftN .I.NC'1f]1Bt~Lit,1ENT5"fDClfN \l,,:)LllDCf!Uolvl,ll.Y t1"VC COMC t,.l'ON rt IN 
.1,DGtTION. GI~ 1l1t DISC~ 11:l:fr:ltfNCffl IIITHE 0ffo:)'CCrlo"vt'rlt4G at: 5Cr100i r'~FtTire, E,Y1tlt 
Q'M(t'ROl'TMCSNW. 01',tCTION 24 (lt6'T1W>.8,'r00. •3-ta7.0AT?O ISl5), evn-c~ftl:Ct ~ 
50UTHC$ .... or SCCTIOti 23 (IN50Wt.£.I/T NO. ""'3""'87. Al.SO OATtD 1~15); A l'O,\~lt UNf -,c;m-0'-'A'AY BV 
Tl'"C Ol.t.'Nfl!: Ol"'ll1t ~W!~r 14 Cl5fCTIOJ,l 2.il ~kSTlitl.Nt:P'ff 1¥.'.). G-44~.DAl't:0 1921), COfOOT1\1CE 
~-Of'--WA.Y CJ:fD 10 THf o:::t.hT'r B"r' THE o~rR Cf' THe ":,OUT~T 1o!1i1 or' !tfCflON ;2,4, i;0,\1fD 1923); Pl£) 
"~.W::t oEfD10 T11f HIGHNoli'r'D5TOCT BoYTl1~Cf~CR,O" 1l1t" 30LITtfi'.ot!,f V.. OF :3fC'OON 2"4 (OA~ 
19'7)1 ff"~ MC~ ~EtM:11!. ll'I.MI NOT fl'l.6,T Ttll: l}.ij[]~(J!.S, Ui5C'Oll11:!- '10N[ ('Tl1E i:.ETO·ll,N M.f~ 
CORNBQ ~ THE f01NT ~ CCM.4ENCEVCNT l'UR nit5C COf,.,t"yA,',l;~ Tt1C.,C ~. AND OTI1Elt OOUA"T?Roli:. 
AAD-CO~TltlG C...,c;tNCC l:eAOt.15T'RATC IN PM MIND TMT IT~ ~!Cf~ TtfAN l'ii0f"16.Tllrt: 
ffiCHL.iM ~C0\'51.!D ~~ONUt.1ttff OC~lz:5 Tl"'C fN GOCC11'"'1t11.0UTK)M OF THE~T 
CORN~ CX src.nO\'I 2~ MAOC ,,..,. Tl1C l,OC.I.I. ~ie ,v:~ 115 EM?l.'r ;6 I '%t:3: MO C:(lNrlro.'tD &'I" 111r:l'I" 
91..aSrnuoo ACTS [51:!:. ,;ao()l'"41171WCAflONffl~· P(X1!1.\.CM'lKI. OF .5i!..'R~ INST~ At :Jl'C. 
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Record of Survey 
Section, 24 T30N, R3E, B.M. 
Idaho County, Idaho. 
Filed al the request of Dorolhy Walker 
0\1£RVl£W 
Thl• R.ecard of Stavoy(ROS) Is billing pn~d In the fac,a ot 1111 bngoing bound.-y 
dlilpute.rlawSWt, and I• blln,g prep•r.-d ,1t the requut of my CflMI and her ~ttomi:y. Th• m.:iin 
diitpute c6.ncuns the loe."tlan of UM aoueh bounde,y of sutlort 24, T30N, R3E, BM. I ;am 
baaicalty Un,lting th!-.; ROS to thla boundary Ill th~ tlmoe wltti tlM!I p 'm•,y pvrpoH to deUnei,te this 
botlnd•ry1 l'lltrt dd.::rMlnc ffllal ownenhlp bOYund•lin. 
... •hV'lffl on ,his ROS IIMM"a ls atrud~ faur {4) previous !Hll"'lleys/RCIS «>nductNI b)I vartou. 
ll•t.d Ptgfuaional SYrwycrra wlt11 foor diffitrln9 arpiniorq & phlloaopl'rlu ol lt:YidMtlat pr~•. 
!\On tgruin11 wmt, e.ach aUl•, lnttudl"Q mine. Tllo iuu111 •• not on• af .accuracy, .rn. I hav• 
J!«K:NMd all t'oLW ROS lnlo mv c.oga pr011r'am, and tha Hrwya. cloH ...,.., wHn e.,.ctr crtier. It la 
recomrnend11cl, tti•I -~ peNIU'I, wtM;i hH ,1n ini«llli l in 111 Is ROS ~1.-w the- refe-rcni;;c; 
documenl!II I have II.stied ttl ftOIV Utrd•~ thlli bouMary l~Sl.1111 , 
Bui• ,gf B111Ui"'(i1S i• tlllHd 011 
RTK GPS bHrlng detetmlPM.tJQ!ft. 
My g0-.1 In thla a:urwy I• to NFallow the Footsteps ofOt• Ori.gin&J Survllyor"', namely Allen 
Thompaon and David R. lbCll'r'lpaon lxJ1h lh• GL.O wrwyont wtlo set tM fltt.t i;;urn•t 
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ROS fQHt'P'-4,#473211, IAUM8, t.134'71 
ROS ,.18811, '3812:S!,, 
R6"'Hl:rt GILO Mll.95 I. pl11t• 
R*V.1111 BL.M nDUI• & 11lat11 
l d•ho County SlrVllyor s.p.dd•h' noln 
CPIF No'I .. IHM. 47U7J, .. 7327-4, 473275 
CP&F No'a 473276, 4S9:t3"7. 38714', 3'7M7 
CP&F No'• 3&7133, ll71J2, 41t772, 317"'6 
CP&F No'• U'U2&, 2711:0-45, 317129. 347&>1 
CP&F No's 3A047D, 3-60933, -Ol.653, '5i91J.7 
CP&F No's "8&'C, ""8MT, 496688 
N~s cleed:5 ral.lUrag to local ownll!rt.tdp 
V•riw1 ld;abo county h~hwiry dl.tlr1cl rMP!II 
1920 ~ ROW map 
1'40"• • .,1a.1 p hot:1:1 
S1 
31111 
acZr , , 
















Brass or ALU. cap setlfo1.1.nd 
Su,veyor & ROS No. 
Brass Cap 
Record of Survey 
Idaho Comer Petpe'tuatlon & Filing 
1 will commtintlndi"i~ en CcXh oomerthot ii In dlapuW, namely the SW corn,r, lhe S 1/,4 
com•r Ind th11 SE. «.omrtr o1' n.id uotlon 24 11nd glw my .-..a~ (or at:c.cplng cornar 
evldenca. 
SWCORHER 
tt I• lmpwdlW! thM Ctll'P'ler f'Mord (CP&F) f 49.!olM ltu.t I tl11!d ti-11~201, .,. (;Otr1'Ultad In 
canJundktn with this ROS In ordtt to fuJly u:plaln my rttuanlng tot tll• :,i;;nP'.iinca of tha folm 
ato,-. This 5tone wn oiigin.,lly HI by Gt.O Mlf'WYO' David Thomp.on ih 1113. 1 belNIW this 
S"tO"-WJt u••d by the Of19irlal homutHdiHlpatenlffs, Gf!:o,ge smith (1191), and Jot,n se.ay 
(f9Cl1} .t,.., th•r ,.,.,. gr.,t11d tttllir patent• and when in 191!i lhqi l!"•ch d .. clld 112 aere-
p•rql• to a.chocl -r:fi•1ricl fn-4 , lhflY WOUid know lhrough .tlie yct11'i wtu:re lhelt common comer 
._.._ .rrd If It hH bHn dl'flurbad. Tl'llli t-totJ,• tie, v,qy WCIII Into ttie r11mnanu of the K-hMI 
pWC.th fence (llff CP&f" 11495094) thU• Vwrli;f.cltig Ow SI011'1•'• ~, Alao, a 1&40"& 11erl:al 
photo •lto'wa very dl11t1rictty • prop!!,rty nn, r.itice t"""•t boundaryat-1;actloin 2..&I ~oJi:c;linu sD4.Jth 
lo the ., .. OIS locadcn of lh• ••on•- Ii. t~ Olli•' ~ icom« ffldfflc11 (wt,l.ch h1 wtlfi•dl lhi!ii fo1,1r,d 
•1one la au~or to e"ldll!nce, pro~d olf ol tound courrty aurwyo, 5pedden l\ll'Yey 
•1onH, or convoluted ir'tterp~ c:if Gt.O ~Id notaa. TheNI Is a photo ot thitl SI011• 1.lkm at 
the tim& oi dlecc.v.-y show4ng th• """"1911lli of a •tone mound swrou11dlr.g tl\111 Stone with 
accumui.-d w..d• g "mQSs· cov9rin; tha liton• aa ~a und~urbed for~..-.. 
SE CORN~ 
n,. BLM In., •xtenalva- 1984-15 ~n~111 rcsLWVe:yoftha tovmahl~ Mne Ft31Effi:4E waia 
eble lo nicover u,,. o,l~I SE c:o,n~ a.$ A.ct by A.llt-n Thorn,:i,t1on, In 18'.t by usJr,g ttrcov.r•i;I 
origin.al bearfl'lQ tlH• tBT} arid sa * pip• & alt.I. ~ ,,, .. r1i ec1 H angloe poln1, see cP&F "'9MA 
ftled by PL.5 i1831 fQr •P•i;;ifiii;; dltail.s. Tbve had bHn ,ubuqu•nl cloalng corrrier• ~bllll'ltd 
by varicl!a GLO s-urveyo,.. an., the 11G9' Thompsoin :m,vey, but l'r ia waa t~ cr tl(llln.-1 comer •et, 
rw,ovwed Ull:&fadmtly, and i• tM appn,pri•a corner to use b-....d on the C!Of1Ccpt of foilnd or 
J>Wl)*t.u*d Mgln.11 t:ornan being the hlthHI crttar1a 1or ccrn111t l~lon and J.ci;spC•r'Ca. 
SOUTH 1M CORN~ 
TM south 1.Ucome:,11fHc:iFon 2A WU Driglnaltya.et byll'r• 1173 DaVld Thomp,5,0n GL.O 
5'1,-...qi_ This cmnar WM Ht In II di.ae H•t cDt"llt:tl"an lratn th• SW (;.Orm,r il1 ,a d.15tlnu, 2154D'. 
O\ta lo 14,T,ii" difflculU.11 'Thom'P'JOn did l'llll dose- Nllo t~ S! c-om•r which In thl• cue thii1 BLM 
~INI d ~n,g ln•fructlon• aUltff tJu11: lhl.s IYl)t of "'Iott corrwr wil l be rH1ored tiy t'KOrd 
bHrinu and dl:atanca, counting f,om th• ne.:irQ"I rieg,11• comw. th• \attti' havln,g bee.n du ty 
identifl•d « N1storecre~ S,,4..$, A sqn:rh in mld ~ 2015 wu conducled by PLS 1117811 
hued on 1hh crbriti b!A ho wmer .-viden,e wn found 1h thl• •...a. which a«Orlflng to the: 







141.b ' I 
Ketcf:!Ma 6 ,ae 
thoe found SW t:tlPIW' stoN., but II dilemma .-iae&. by crth1K S114 ti:offl«" cviddlu. Ir! tha alOf'O 
mentlaned 19'0'• :1etl~ phoil:ii> J. dl.U...cl fllnca auch M lh• on. ahoWh for U,w ...t boundary l• 
In 11-Wldan" fot tti• «nlar 1J 4 nctlon lln• . th• remnants wNch tfl'l\6lr'I t.odily h•n t1111en 
to,c;at.d try prior Alrvt::)'(lq. 1111d m)'Mlr. Thua rrfYRcs fflowstt.e pmpoa.d IOQtto11 oftha 5114 
00"11!r In iltl;gnmfflt-..-ith lhlli twlc:ti . E"'•n tJu,~P'I the- meu~d dlslllric.e ol 211M.79', wr1ft11d by 
wJ:J~milta a.Yi• on tlMI' allf'l11l 13hoto far e-x(;Hid!II thl!r rct:crd dl11,11m~ af 21W0', 1 haw, 
a~d th• fence fine H the Nbbl.tied EIW Chtanl;.,o for- tho 1,l& comer res.tor.11:lcin. 
S.2 & 53 A.LU CAP 
CP&F" #17l21!1 
SURVEYOR'S Ct!RTIFICATE 
of Jou•d MOOM CPU MIMl!M 
I, C. M. ""P.W"' Kc1chiam blllng duly tegl&U:l'l!-d 11'1 ll're 
Slal• qf Idaho H a ProfMalCln.111 Lond Sut'll'll!yL'.>r, Nn. 734 
do h111r.bycerttfy th.-: tllla Mllfl l s ill tnu1 rcp~scrnt~lon 
of• ..urv.-y complll!W:d by tn• on~ , 2.01&. 
0 21'. ¥~-M"'.£ 
C.H. 11PeU! .. Ket1:Nlm 
LIST OF PRIOR SURVEYORS & ROS 
Co~ Edwordo Survey #388174 • S1 
Chad Eri<.koon Survey #473278 • S2 
Steve Wellington Survey #.,8841 • SJ 
Hunter EdwQrds Survey #493<4:71• M 
t . 11 should b•notedthJ tl'r• locatlo11 cf• hcru.&e 
===:=t.:•:;::t.;..';'~1!-:fa Holland• 
:::==~~~"':~.~.':::!tu,~:: .. 
"2. Ou-• lo the- tingoJng 1ml1.uon iconcamrlg o.wnl!lfal'ltip 
bcumdaries, I M<ve no, ahown adjo~~II ownership, bu~ hn• 
llmff•d '"Y ~urvw::y to t~e locatlon of tbe- sauttl bou,nt•ty of 
.. c::Uon 2-4. Props-rt)' ~Bhlp de!u:rtptlOl'I~ adjoining theM 
vartou.s 1,urvsp ~n b• klentlt'ted WI Uie Id.a.ho CoufffY 




Chapter V - Principles of ResurveysManual of Surveying Instructions
(3) The field notes of the retracement form an 
important part of the report, since the field notes 
show how correctly the natural features were 
represented in the original record.
(4) Finally, the surveyor recommends the 
procedure that will best deal with the existing 
conditions.
The report of the field examination is reviewed in the 
supervising office. Special instructions (or supplemen-
tal special instructions) are written to show the detail 
of the proposed resurvey. If the independent method is 
selected, an important consideration is the fixing of the 
out-boundaries of the sections, township, or townships 
within the planned resurvey. These limiting boundaries 
must be lines that can be restored in such a manner as 
to protect existing rights in the adjoining outside lands. 
An exception is where such a large area is to be inde-
pendently resurveyed that it cannot all be included in 
one assignment. Occasionally, one portion of a township 
can be dependently resurveyed, while an independent 
resurvey is necessary in the remaining portion. In such 
a case the subdivisional lines separating the two types 
of resurvey must be dependently resurveyed.
5-34. Even when the procedures have been based on 
a preliminary examination, unforeseen difficulties may 
occur during the progress of the resurvey due to the 
greater detail of the work. The new factors may make 
the special instructions inapplicable. If this occurs the 
surveyor should suspend further monumentation, report 
the situation promptly to the supervising office, describe 
the nature of the difficulties, and request further instruc-
tion. Attention may be given to any additional retrace-
ment or other examination required.
5-35. During the course of a resurvey the surveyor 
should advise all interested parties, as occasion and 
opportunity allow, that the resurvey is not official or 
binding upon the United States until it has been duly 
accepted for the Director, Bureau of Land Management, 
and officially filed as provided by law. It is subject to 
change or correction, and therefore no alteration in the 
position of improvements or claim boundaries should 
be made in advance of the official filing of the resurvey.
The Dependent Resurvey
General Rules
5-36. A dependent resurvey is an official re-marking of 
the original lines upon a plan whereby the best available 
evidence of the original survey or of a prior resurvey 
is given primary control over the position of the lines 
to be reestablished. The dependent resurvey is designed 
to restore the original conditions of the official survey 
according to the record. It is based, first, upon identified 
and found original corners, second, other acceptable 
points of control including “obliterated corners,” and, 
third, restored “lost corners” by proportionate measure-
ment in harmony with the record of the original survey. 
Some flexibility is allowable in applying the rules of 
proportionate measurement and subdivision of sections 
in order to protect the bona fide rights of claimants. This 
is particularly so in those cases where no objection is 
found to adopting a point acceptably located under the 
good faith location rule, and only slightly at variance 
with the theoretical position computed from the pri-
mary control.
5-37. The dependent resurvey is commenced by mak-
ing a retracement of the township exteriors and sub-
divisional lines of the established prior survey within 
the assigned work. Concurrently, a study is made of the 
records of any known supplemental surveys, and testi-
mony obtained from witnesses to ascertain if this col-
lateral evidence is sufficiently well-qualified to support 
the identification of obliterated corners. A retracement 
of lines first run by local surveyors that may affect the 
resurvey is begun to ascertain if this evidence is suf-
ficiently well-qualified to support the identification of 
obliterated corners or the location of legal subdivisions.
The retracement leads at once to identification of known 
and plainer evidence of the original survey. A trial cal-
culation is made of the proportionate positions of the 
missing corners, followed by a second and more exhaus-
tive search for the more obscure evidence of the original 
survey. If additional evidence is found, a new trial cal-
culation is made.
5-38. A comparison of the temporary points with the 
corners and boundaries of alienated lands often helps in 
determining how the original survey was made, how the 
claims were located, or both. In analyzing the problem, 
in developing search areas for a particular corner’s loca-
tion, and in weighting the collateral evidence, it is often 
helpful to determine where the theoretical corner point 
would fall using various methods. In the case of an inte-
rior section corner, for example, three-point or two-point 
control, particularly when supported by field-note calls to 
well-identified natural features may prove to be the best 
method to reestablish the position of the original corner, 
or prove that a corner, which would otherwise be lost, has 





Orientation Maps:  CR P944/Item 8, CR P704-709;  CR P1020/Item C; Tr P241/L7-25.
Orientation Maps are required by I.A.R. 35(g).  Erickson did offer these during the appeal
at District Court and these can be seen in the Clerk’s record at CR P704-709.  All
elements that appear on the Orientation Maps have previously appeared in the Record. 
This was previously argued at CR P702.  In order to provide better clarity and detail, the
six Orientation Maps are attached here as 11x17 fold-outs.  For better clarity, especially
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ORIENTATION MAP  I.
I.A.R. 35(g):  Real Property Disputes.  In cases involving easements, boundary disputes, or
other types of real property disputes, the brief shall include a map, diagram, illustrative
drawing, or other document depicting (i) the lay of the land, (ii) the location of the parcels
or pieces of property in dispute, and (iii) the location of any features of or on the land that
are pertinent to identify the matters in dispute, including but not limited to easements,
roads, trails, boundaries, markers, fences, and structures.  The parcels, pieces and features
depicted shall be labeled so as to adequately identify them.  The document shall be based
upon testimony or evidence in the record with citations to such supporting evidence. 
SUPPORTING TESTIMONY
BADERTSCHER'S HOUSE:  The location of the Badertscher's House was identified by
the Board's Expert Witness at Tr. 38:21-22; 123:2-10.  Also see Ex. 1.2.
CENTRAL ISSUE:  The SW corner of Section 24 was identified in the Finding of Fact as
the Central Issue at R.246, last paragraph. 
NOTES:
1.  Note that on this map, the one that Carl Edwards would have used as a source for a
search point for the SW corner of Section 24, the SW corner of Section 24 is considerably
north of the Mt. Idaho Grade Road, whereas on the 1996 USGS map the SW corner is
considerably south of the Mt. Idaho Grade Road, in fact a difference of 180'± further south.
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The 1946 Aerial Photograph mentioned hereon is Exhibit 21.2.  The progenitor of
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ORIENTATION MAP  II.
See I.A.R. 35(g)
SUPPORTING TESTIMONY:
The 1946 Aerial Photograph is Exhibit 21.2, or at least it was supposed to be.  Exhibit 21.2
has been corrupted or tampered with and I have been unable to open it.  Orientation Map
III is Exhibit 21.2, which is my 2011 unannotated original drum-scanned image, which I
have reduced in file size for easier handling for ordinary computers.
NOTES:
1.   Note that in 1995 the U.S.G.S. has the SW corner of Section 24 south of the Mt. Idaho
Grade Road, not 180'± to the north where the Carl Edwards stone is.
2.                                       This symbol is the ancient barbed wire fences that have a







 1946 Aerial Ph tograph mentioned hereon i Exhibit 21.2.  The progenitor of
Exhibit 21.2, and all others like it, is Erickson's 2011 drum-scanned image.
N
1"= 400'


















ORIENTATION MAP  III     See I.A.R. 35(g)
SUPPORTING TESTIMONY:
The 1946 Aerial Photograph shown hereon is Exhibit 21.2, or at least it was supposed to
be.  Exhibit 21.2 has been corrupted or tampered with and I have been unable to open it. 
The progenitor of Exhibit 21.2, and all others like it, is my 2011 drum-scanned image. 
NOTES:










 1946 Aerial Photograph m ntioned hereon is Exhibit 21.2.  The
progenitor of Exhibit 21.2, and all others like it, is Erickson's 2011
drum-scanned image.
TES:






















ORIENTATION MAP  IV.
See I.A.R. 35(g)
LEGEND:
Undisputed Section Line, as shown on Exhibit 1.2.
Carl Edwards Section Lines as shown on Ex. 1.2 & 3.7.
Erickson Section Line as shown on Ex. 1.2
Section Lines determined from ancient fence lines, see Ex. 1.2
Stone Found by Carl Edwards.
Undisputed stone monument.
Erickson Monument at South 1/4 Corner of Section 24.
Erickson Calculation Position for the North 1/4 Cor. of Sec. 25.
Carl Edwards Calculated Position for South 1/4 Cor. of Sec. 24.
Carl Edwards Monument at the North 1/4 Cor. of Section 25.
N
1"= 400'






SUPPORTING TESTIMONY  &  NOTES:
1.  The aerial photo is Exhibit 21.2.
2.  BADERTSCHER'S HOUSE:  The location of the Badertscher's House was
identified by the Board's Expert Witness at Tr. 38:21-22 & 123:2-10.  Also see
Exhibit 1.2.
3.  Stony Point School House:  See Ex. 17.c.1, page 5
4.  AREA OF FOUR 1/4 CORNERS:  This situation was extensively discussed at 







































ORIENTATION MAP  V.
See I.A.R. 35(g)
LEGEND:
Undisputed Section Line, as shown on Exhibit 1.2.
Carl Edwards Section Lines as shown on Ex. 1.2 & 3.7.
Erickson Section Line as shown on Ex. 1.2
Section Lines determined from ancient fence lines, see Ex. 1.2











1.  The aerial image is Google Earth Pro July 30, 2016
2.  BADERTSCHER'S HOUSE:  The location of the Badertscher's House was
identified by the Board's Expert Witness at Tr. 38:21-22 & 123:2-10.  Also see
Exhibit 1.2.


















ORIENTATION MAP  VI.
See I.A.R. 35(g)
LEGEND:
Carl Edwards Section Lines as shown on Ex. 1.2 & 3.7.
Erickson Section Line as shown on Ex. 1.2
Line not used in this resolution
Stone Found by Carl Edwards.
Undisputed stone monument.
SUPPORTING TESTIMONY  &  NOTES:
1.  1873 David Thompson GLO SW Sec. 24.  Also Erickson Ex. 1.2; Wellington
     R. 37, 13th line)
2.  1920 USFS Hwy Drawing's SW Sec. 24, Ex. 14.1.
3.  1963 USGS Topo Map SW Sec. 24
4.  1967 G.H.D. Deed SW Sec. 24, see Ex. 3.2, page 5, Ex. 9b.1
5.  1977 Carl Edwards Stone, SW Sec. 24
6.  1995 USGS Topo Map SW Sec. 24
7.  1946 aerial photo, Exhibit 21.2 (enhanced as justified by Ex. 3.2, page 5).
8. 104', 208' and 272' are from the 1915 School Deed Book 40, Page 8, Ex. 52.
9.  STONY POINT SCHOOL HOUSE:  See Ex. 17.c.1, page 5
10.  270.6' is from 1897 GLO Field Notes by Shannon, Ex. 9.c.2, page 23.
11.  This map is also part of Ex. 5.a.1; 17.a.1; 17.c.1 & 31.
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